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Abstract 

 

Model-Driven Development (MDD) is an emerging software paradigm that raises the 

level of abstraction of software development by changing the focus from code to models 

and automates the generation of code from models. MDD also facilitates the analysis of 

non-functional properties, such as performance, in the early software development 

phases. The objective of this thesis is to develop a model transformation process that 

takes as input a UML software model with MARTE performance annotations, and 

generates a corresponding Layered Queueing Network (LQN) performance model in a 

format understood by the existing LQN tools. The transformation is developed in 

Epsilon, a new family of languages specialized in model transformations, refinement and 

management. 
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1    Chapter: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

Model-Driven Development (MDD) is an emerging software paradigm that raises the 

level of abstraction of software development by changing the focus from code to models, 

and automates the generation of code from models. The thesis research is based on MDD, 

so we are using new languages, techniques and tools that have been developed to support 

MDD, such as: 

 Modeling languages. Two modeling languages are used in this thesis: a) the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) that represents software during the development process; 

and b) the Layered Queueing Network (LQN) that describes performance models for 

software systems. UML is standardized by OMG [UML15] and widely used in 

research and industry, and LQN has been developed at Carleton University [LQN15] 

and is currently used by many research groups worldwide. 

 Metamodels. A metamodel is a special kind of model that defines the abstract syntax 

of a modeling language. The UML metamodel used in the thesis is the OMG standard 

implementation (imported as an Eclipse plugin) and the LQN metamodel is defined in 

the thesis based on the LQN XML schema from [LQN15]. 

 Model Transformations. A transformation is a special application that takes one or 

more input models (each defined by a source metamodel), and generates one or more 

output models (each defined by a target metamodel). A model transformation from 

UML with performance annotations to LQN is developed in the thesis. 

 Specialized model transformation languages. In the past, model transformations were 

implemented in general purpose languages (such as Java). More recently, a new 
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category of languages has been created, specialized for model transformation. A 

family of such languages called Epsilon [Kol15] is used in the thesis; it is composed 

of inter-related compatible languages with different purposes (e.g., model 

transformation, verification and management). It is the first family of model 

transformation languages and it is expected to have enhanced expressive power.   

Beside code generation, the MDD focus on models also facilitates the analysis of non-

functional properties (NFP), such as performance, scalability, reliability, security, safety, 

etc. of the software under development based on its model. This brings more 

“engineering” into software development, leading to the paradigm known as Model-

Driven Engineering (MDE).  

In the thesis we are interested in verifying a single non-functional property, namely 

performance. In order to be able to derive a performance model from a UML software 

model, some extra performance information needs to be added to the model (such as CPU 

demands for the execution of different parts of the software or number of requests to 

given services). In the case of UML-based software development, the extensions required 

for performance annotations can be defined as UML profiles. Two OMG standard UML 

profiles provide, among other features, the ability to define performance annotations: the 

UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time (SPT) defined for UML 1.X 

versions [SPT05] and the UML Profile for Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and 

Embedded systems (MARTE) defined for UML2.X versions [MART11]. 

The work of the thesis is motivated by the following concerns:  

 Support performance evaluation in early MDD phases. 

 Integrate the automatic derivation of performance models in MDD software process. 
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 Insure the seamless inter-operation of multiple tools by using appropriate formats for 

the information interchange. 

 Experiment with a new family of languages, Epsilon, that belongs to a new category 

of languages specialized in model transformations. We are interested in this new 

category because of their power of expression. It is expected that these specialized 

languages are able to bridge a larger semantic gap between the source and target 

models than regular general purpose languages, creating more compact 

implementations easier to build and maintain. 

Comparison with previous related transformations. Performance from Unified Model 

Analysis (PUMA) is a performance analysis approach, developed in the Department of 

Systems and Computer Engineering at Carleton University, which uses an intermediate 

model for transformations between different kinds of design models to different kinds of 

performance models [Wood05, Wood14]. The goals of PUMA are to reduce the 

complexity of the transformations between many design models to many performance 

models by replacing a large semantic gap with two smaller ones. Initially a UML design 

model annotated with MARTE is developed by a software engineer, and then this model 

is transformed into a Core Scenario Model (CSM) intermediate model [Petr07], which 

may be transformed in turn to different performance models, such as Layered Queuing 

Networks, Queueing Networks, Petri nets, simulation. Using an existing performance 

solver, the performance model is analyzed and the performance results are obtained. 

PUMA is a rather challenging model transformation that was addressed by two PhD 

theses, which developed the two main parts of PUMA: a) the transformation from 

UML+MARTE to CSM [Alha14]; and b) another transformation from CSM to LQN 
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[Petr14]. We have learned from their experience how to approach the mapping between 

UML and LQN, but have developed the transformation in a different way, at a higher 

level of abstraction. 

Here is a brief comparison of the PUMA approach for generating LQN models from 

UML+MARTE and the approach described in the thesis: 

 The fact that PUMA contains an intermediate model, CSM, brings both advantages (a 

smaller semantic gap to be bridged by each transformation) and disadvantages (an 

extra transformation and an extra model). 

o The thesis transformation goes directly from UML+MARTE to LQN. The 

transformation is faster (as there is no need to generate and store an 

intermediate model) and allows for support of inter-model traceability because 

cross-model trace links can be defined for each executed rule. 

 PUMA was developed in Java, a general purpose language that is not specialized for 

model transformations. The thesis work is using Epsilon, a new family of languages 

specialized in model transformations. 

o Java programs for model transformations are longer and more complex 

because more it works at a lower level of abstraction; 

o The Java programmer takes care of many details for navigating the source 

model, recognizing patterns of model elements, verifying conditions and 

generating target model elements that have to be glued together. 

o Java is imperative, while Epsilon is declarative/imperative hybrid language. 

The Epsilon engine takes over a number of tasks (such as what rule to apply 

next) that must be handled explicitly by the Java program.  
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o Epsilon provides high-level support for transformation rules, OCL-like 

operations, model navigation, and generation of target model elements. This 

allows the developer to think at a higher level of abstraction and to write 

shorter programs. 

It is expected that the outcome of the thesis work will enable future research with the 

following objectives: 

 To support the import of performance analysis results from the LQNS solver output 

to the UML+MARTE model. 

 To support cross-model traceability between software and analysis models; 

 To support the co-evolution of the software and analysis models. 

 To support incremental propagation of changes from the source to the target model. 

1.2 Thesis Contributions 

As already mentioned, the main high-level goal of this thesis is to contribute to the 

seamless integration of software performance engineering in the early stages of the 

model-driven software development process. More specifically, the first objective of the 

thesis is to develop a model transformation process that takes as input a UML software 

model with MARTE performance annotations, and generates a corresponding Layered 

Queueing Network (LQN) performance model in a format understood by the existing 

LQN tools [LQN15]. Another objective of the thesis is to experiment with a new family 

of languages, Epsilon, which is part of a new category of languages, specialized in model 

transformations, refinement and management. The work for achieving these objectives 

has resulted in the following contributions: 
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 Developing an automatic multi-step LQN model derivation process that includes 

model transformation, model refining and re-formatting steps. The process starts with 

a UML software model extended with MARTE performance annotations and 

generates the corresponding LQN model in XML format. The generated LQN model 

can be parsed and solved by the existing LQNS solvers, and/or can be transformed in 

a different existing LQN format (graphical or textual). 

 Transformation Design: Mapping UML+MARTE model elements to corresponding 

LQN model elements and designing a model transformation as a set of Epsilon ETL 

rules and operations which work together to generate an LQN model. The 

transformation generates LQN elements directly from UML elements, without using 

any intermediate model to bridge the semantic gap between source and target. 

 Transformation Implementation in Epsilon ETL: implementing the transformation 

rules and operations in Epsilon ETL and verifying them. The test cases used to verify 

the correctness of the implementation are also described in the thesis. 

1.3 Thesis Content 

This thesis is composed of seven chapters and two appendices. The description of 

the content of each chapter is as follows: 

Chapter 2, Background and State of the Art, discusses background concepts and 

some related work in the following topics: Model-Driven Development (MDD); software 

modeling languages, such as UML and its MARTE profile; performance models, more 

specifically, LQN models; deriving performance models from software models; and 

model transformation languages, specifically the Epsilon family of languages  used in the 

thesis.   
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Chapter 3, Source and Target Models, presents first the UML source model, its 

required diagrams and model elements used in the transformation, and the assumptions 

regarding the construction of the source model. Next, it discusses the LQN target 

metamodel given in the LQN documentation [LQN15], and then the metamodel used in 

the transformation, implemented in the thesis using the Emfatic language.  

Chapter 4, Transformation Design, describes first the multi-step process for 

generating LQN models, which contains transformation, refining and re-formatting steps. 

Next are discussed the transformation principles, leading to the mapping of UML + 

MARTE models elements to LQN model elements. The transformation rules are based on 

this mapping; a list of all ETL transformation rules and operations defined for this 

transformation is given. 

Chapter 5, Transformation Implementation, presents the ETL implementation of 

some mapping rules and operations, describing their role and semantics in details. The 

refinement and re-formatting steps of the LQN derivation process are also presented.     

Chapter 6, Transformation Evaluation, presents some test cases used for of testing 

the transformation and all the other steps of the process. The transformation is applied to 

a case study described by other researchers in [Corte11].  The validation of the 

transformation is performed by showing that the generated LQN models are understood 

by the existing LQN tools.   

Chapter 7, Conclusions, discusses the accomplishments of the thesis, limitations 

and directions for future work.   
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2    Chapter:  Background and State of the Art 

2.1  Software modeling languages 

Model-Driven Development (MDD) is an emerging paradigm in software development, 

which moves the primary focus of software development process from code to models, 

raising the level of abstraction. Important characteristics of MDD are the separation of 

the software application model from the underlying platform models, and the automatic 

generation of code from models. Another advantage of using models for software 

development, besides the automatic code generation, is the fact that it is easier to derive 

formal analysis models for verifying non-functional properties (NFP), such as 

performance, reliability, scalability, security, safety, etc. Formal verification of NFP adds 

more engineering aspects to the software development process, which leads from MDD 

to Model-Driven Engineering paradigm. 

There are some steps that need to be followed for analyzing different NFPs. In the first 

step, additional information specific to each NFP needs to be added to the software 

model; in the second step, a model transformation that generates an analysis model from 

the annotated software model needs to be defined; in the third step, the generated analysis 

model needs to be analyzed by using existing solvers, and finally in the last step, the 

feedback will be reported to the designers of the software model. For the analysis of 

various non-functional properties (NFP), many modeling formalisms and tools have been 

developed such as queueing networks, stochastic Petri nets, stochastic process algebras, 

fault trees, formal logic, probabilistic time automata, etc. Thus the research challenge is 

to bridge the semantic gap between Model-Driven Development, existing formalisms for 

the analysis of NFPs, and also their tools [Petr15].   
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2.1.1 UML   

The Unified Modeling language (UML) is a general purpose software modeling 

language, standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG) [UML15]. UML is 

defined by a metamodel, which is in turn defined in the MOF language [MOF11] and 

supports a set of graphical notations which are used by human users during the analysis, 

design, implementation, code generation, testing and maintenance phases of software 

systems. UML is used for different activities in the software system development, such 

specification, visualization, construction, simulation, code generation, verification, 

testing, and documentation.  

UML provides thirteen different diagram types which represent different 

perspectives of the system under development. A UML diagram is created by a UML 

modeling tool. In the thesis, we use the UML tool Papyrus [Papy15]. The UML diagrams 

are classified as structure diagrams and behavior diagrams. A structure diagram captures 

the structure of a system. For example, fixed system components and their respective 

properties may easily be modeled using a UML class diagram. The structure diagram 

type includes: Class diagram, Object diagram, Package diagram, Component diagram, 

Deployment diagram, and Composite structure diagram. In the thesis, we use 

Deployment diagrams, which are described in more detail in the next chapter. 

Behavior diagrams capture the behavior of a system, subsystem or component. 

Modeling different states and state transitions of system components or specifying the 

interaction between the user and the system are only two of many modeling possibilities. 

The behavior diagram type includes for example the UseCase diagram, StateChart, 

Activity diagram, Sequence diagram, Timing diagram, Communication diagram, and 
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Interaction overview diagram. In the thesis we use Activity diagrams to represent the 

scenarios that are analyzed (described in more detail in the next chapter). 

2.1.2 MARTE 

Although UML supports a rich metamodel which meets the requirements of a 

wide range of software systems, the modeler may require creation of new modeling 

elements, or defining additional properties which may not be defined in the UML 

metamodel. The UML shortage can be solved by either changing the UML metamodel by 

adding new metaclasses, or by defining an additional profile. Although adding new 

metaclasses offers a high degree of flexibility, it leads to losing the existing tool support, 

as standard tools do not recognize the new metaclasses. On the other hand, defining a 

new profile seems to be the best choice since it does not change the UML metamodel, 

which means the existing UML tools still can be used.  

UML supports three types of built-in extension mechanisms: 1) stereotypes used to 

extend different UML metaclasses, 2) tagged values which define the properties  (or 

attributes) of the stereotypes, and 3) constraints used to refine the semantics of a UML 

model element. These three extension mechanisms help the modelers to extend the UML 

modeling capabilities by adding new concepts, new properties, and new semantics which 

tailor UML to a specific problem domain. UML also has different standard profiles which 

specialize UML for different application domains; SPT and MARTE are such examples. 

The UML Performance Profile for Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded 

Systems (MARTE) [MART11] extends UML with timing concepts, resources and 

workload required for quantitative performance and schedulability analysis. The MARTE 
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stereotypes and properties used in the thesis are explained in more detail in the next 

chapter. 

2.2 Performance models 

A performance models is an abstract representation of a real system that captures its 

performance properties, mostly related to the quantitative use of resources during 

runtime, and is capable of determining its performance. The model can be used to study 

the performance impact of different design and/or configuration alternatives under 

different workloads, leading to advice for improving the system. Performance evaluation 

of a model may be done either by solving a set of equations by some analytical (possibly 

numerical) methods or by simulating the model and collecting statistical results. 

Analytical performance models are usually based on underlying stochastic models, which 

are often assumed to be Markov processes. A Markov process is a stochastic process with 

discrete state space, where all information about the future evolution of the process is 

contained in the present state, and not on the path followed to reach this state. Markov 

models suffer from a problem known as state space explosion, whereby its number of 

states grows combinatorially with the performance model size. This may introduce severe 

limitations in the size of performance models that can be solved. 

Examples of well-known analytical performance models are queueing networks, 

stochastic Petri nets, stochastic automata networks and stochastic process algebra.  

Queueing Network (QN). One of the best known performance models captures very well 

the contention for resources (Lazowska et al., 1984). Efficient analytical solutions exist 

for a class of QN (known as separable or product-form QN). This make it possible to 

derive steady-state performance measures without building the underlying state space. 
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The advantage is that the solution is faster and larger models can be solved. The 

disadvantage consists stricter model assumptions (e.g., service time distributions, arrival 

process, scheduling policies). Similar to the approach for product-form QN, approximate 

solutions have been developed for non-separable QN. There are many extensions to QN 

in literature. One of them is the Layered Queueing Networks, which is the target model 

of the model transformation in the thesis. 

Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) (Ajmone Marsan et al., 1995) are very good flow models 

able to represent concurrency, but not as good at representing resource contention and 

especially queueing policies. Efficient solutions exist only for a limited class of SPN; 

most interesting models are solved with Markov chain-based solutions.  

Stochastic Automata Networks (Plateau et al., 1991) are composed of modular 

communicating automata synchronized by shared events and executing actions with 

random execution times. The main disadvantage is the state space explosion of its 

Markovian solution.  

Stochastic Process Algebra, introduced in (Hillston, 1994), takes a compositional 

approach by decomposing the system into smaller subsystems easier to model. This 

approach is based on enhanced process algebra, Performance Evaluation Process Algebra 

(PEPA). The compositional nature of the language provides benefits for model solution 

as well as model construction. The solution is based on the underlying Markov process. 

2.2.1 LQN models 

The target model of this transformation is the Layered Queueing Network (LQN) 

performance model [Fran99][Fran09], that has been developed as a combination of 

Stochastic Rendezvous Networks [Wood95] and the Method of Layers [Roli95]. The 
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LQN model and its solvers (analytic and by simulation) [Fran95][Fran99] have been 

developed and extended at Carleton University over the past 25 years, and now are used 

by many research groups around the world. According to a recent survey
 
paper [Danc15] 

presented at ICPE’2015 presenting a systematic review of the papers published in the 

proceedings of the International Conference on Performance Engineering (ICPE) and its 

predecessors, LQN was the only performance modeling language referred to in every 

single volume of the ICPE+WOSP conference proceedings (14 volumes so far). (ICPE is 

the premier conference on software performance engineering, established by the joining 

of the ACM Workshop on Software and Performance (WOSP) and the SPEC 

International Performance Evaluation Workshop (SIPEW)). The LQN metamodel and its 

features are described in the next chapter. 

2.3 Deriving performance models from software models 

Software  Performance  Engineering  (SPE),  first  presented  in [Smit90], is a systematic, 

quantitative approach to construct software systems  that  meet  performance  objectives.  

It  is  based  on  the careful  and  methodical  assessment  of  performance  attributes 

throughout the lifecycle, from requirements and specification to implementation and 

maintenance [Smit01]. In the software performance engineering field there have been 

significant efforts to integrate performance analysis into the software development 

process by using different performance modeling formalisms: queueing networks, Petri 

nets, stochastic process algebras, and simulation. A good survey of the techniques for 

deriving performance models from UML models is given in [Bals04] and later in the 

book [Cort11]. Here are a few early examples of derivation of different kinds of 

performance models from UML. The technique presented in [Cort00] follows the SPE 
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methodology very closely, generating the same kind of models as in [Smi90]. In 

[Lope04] UML models are transformed into Petri Nets, but the contention for hardware 

resources is not considered. [Cave04] presents a transformation from UML to Stochastic 

Process Algebra.  

The performance research group from Carleton University has implemented UML-to-

LQN transformations in different languages and was the first to use the standard UML 

metamodel libraries which were current at the time and the standard performance profiles 

SPT [SPT2005] and MARTE [MART11]. A solution described in [Amer01] uses a 

graph-rewriting tool called PROGRES, based on graph-grammars. Another solution 

presented in [Petr02] implements in Java an ad-hoc graph transformation at the UML 1.4 

metamodel level. A two-phase transformation from UML to LQN using XML algebra 

concepts and implemented in XSLT was presented in [Gu05]. 

The most comprehensive model transformation of the Carleton group,  which took as 

input a number of different software models (including UML+SPT and UML+MARTE) 

generated a number of target performance models (such as LQN, QN and Petri nets) is 

the PUMA transformation [Wood05, Wood14] and its extensions for Service-oriented 

Architecture, PUMA4SOA [Alha10, Alha14]. 

2.4 Model transformation languages 

Most approaches to model transformations have been based on general purpose 

programming languages, (mostly Java, which is used in the open-source Eclipse 

Modeling Framework). However, more recently specialized model transformation 

languages have also been developed. In 2002, the Object Management Group (OMG) 

issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) on MOF Query/View/Transformations to develop a 
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standard transformation language compatible with other OMG standards (UML, MOF, 

OCL, etc.) Several replies to the RFP were submitted by a number of companies and 

research institutions; the replies have evolved into the QVT standard language [QVT08].  

QVT is the OMG standard model transformation language that mainly focuses on 

model query, view and transformation.  It supports two levels of declarative language 

(the Relations and the Core) and an imperative language (the Operational mapping). The 

Relations language is used in matching object patterns, tracing model elements and 

creating object templates. The Core language is considerably simpler than the Relations 

language and is used in matching patterns where a set of variables are evaluated against a 

set of models [OMG08]. The Operational mappings language is used for invoking the 

imperative representations of transformations from the Relations or the Core. 

ATL. One of the model transformation languages proposed during the OMG 

standardization process was the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). ATL was 

released earlier than MOF QVT and has acquired a considerable group of users who 

helped apply ATL and evolve its toolset [ATL12]. 

Epsilon (standing for Extensible Platform of Integrated languages for mOdel 

maNagement) is a platform aimed to create a family of consistent and interoperable task-

specific languages, able to handle model management tasks such as model 

transformation, code generation, model comparison, merging, refactoring and validation 

[Kol15]. Epsilon framework contains Epsilon Object Language (EOL), Epsilon 

Validation Language (EVL), Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL), Epsilon 

Comparison Language (ECL), Epsilon Merging Language (EML), Epsilon Wizard 

Language (EWL), and Epsilon Generation Language (EGL). Epsilon also provides a set 
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of ANT tasks to support creation of workflows of different tasks. Epsilon programs 

interacts with models which conforms to concrete modeling technologies such as EMF 

and XML, because Epsilon Model Connectivity layer (EMC) supports these technologies 

and provides abstraction facilities for them [Kol15]. 

In this thesis, we decided to use the Epsilon family of languages. More specifically, we 

used  Epsilon Object Language (EOL), which provides a reusable set of common model 

management facilities, and Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL). All the task specific 

languages are extensions of EOL and are supported by EOL. Also, EOL can be used as a 

standalone language for the purpose of model management [Kol15].  

ETL adds the capability of model-to-model transformation to the Epsilon framework. At 

a higher level of abstraction, ETL transforms an arbitrary number of input models into an 

arbitrary number of output models of different modeling languages and technologies 

[Kol15]. 

Model transformation languages are classified in three different categories or styles: 

declarative, imperative and hybrid. Declarative transformation languages provide better 

support for cases in which the source and target metamodels are similar to each other in 

terms of structure, so that the transformation is a simple mapping between two 

metamodels, but are not as powerful when complex mapping is required. Imperative 

transformation languages are capable of supporting more complex transformation cases, 

however, they operate at a lower level of abstraction, meaning that issues such as tracing 

and resolving target elements, and orchestrating the transformation execution are 

addressed by the users. In order to address the shortcomings of declarative and purely 

imperative languages mentioned above, hybrid languages such as ATL and QVT are 
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defined, each providing a declarative rule-based execution scheme as well as imperative 

features to handle complex transformation [Kol15]. ETL also is a hybrid language which 

implements a task-specific rule definition and execution scheme. It also inherits the 

imperative features of EOL for handling complex transformations [Kol15]. 
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3    Chapter: Source and Target Models 

3.1 Source Model 

The source model of the transformation developed in the thesis represents a 

software system expressed in UML 2.5 [UML14] extended with the MARTE profile and 

especially with its Performance Analysis Modeling (PAM) subprofile. In this section the 

UML diagrams composing the model and their main elements used in the transformation 

rules are described, along with the stereotypes applied to them. This section also explains 

in details how the UML model elements and MARTE stereotypes are used in the source 

model, showing how the source model is required to be created in order to be compatible 

with the transformation. A list of assumptions summarizes the way in which a source 

model is expected to be constructed. The UML diagrams composing a source model are a 

Deployment diagram, which represents the system structure and one or more Activity 

diagrams annotated with MARTE/PAM performance annotations, which represent the 

system behavior. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show examples of deployment and activity 

diagrams respectively, which together form a source model accepted by transformation 

developed in the thesis. A UML Deployment diagram represents the runtime architecture 

of a system and shows how the software components are allocated to hardware 

processing nodes [UML15]. A UML Activity is a kind of Behavior, which is specified as 

sequencing of subordinate units in the form of a graph composed of ActivityNodes 

interconnected by ActivityEdges [UML15]. In our case, a UML Activity Diagram is used 

to model the flow of execution steps that compose a scenario; a model may contain one 

or more scenarios, each represented by an activity diagram. 
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Figure 3-1. Example of Deployment Diagram of the Source Model 

 

Figure 3-2. Example of Activity Diagram of the Source Model  
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The main UML elements of the deployment and activity diagrams used in the 

transformation together with the UML metamodel fragments defining them, as well as 

the corresponding applied MARTE stereotypes, are briefly described in the following. 

All the UML metamodel diagrams and MARTE Profile diagrams presented in this 

section were taken from the OMG UML standard document [UML15] and OMG UML 

Profile for MARTE standard document [MART11] respectively. 

Root Model Element. According to the UML standard definition, Model is the 

root element of a model representing a system, where system can be not only software and 

hardware, but also organizations and processes. A model represents a view of the system, 

and describes the system from a certain perspective (viewpoint) at a certain level of 

abstraction with a certain purpose,  which decides what  is relevant to  be  included  in  or  

 

Figure 3-3. UML2 metamodel: Abstract Syntax of Packages 
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is irrelevant and needs to be excluded from the Model. According to the definition in the 

UML metamodel [UML15], Model is a subclass of UML Package as in Figure 3-3 that 

shows a snapshot of the UML2 metamodel for UML Packages. As a Package, it has a set 

of members that together describe the modeled system. In our case, the modeled system 

should contain a structural description that shows how the runtime software components 

are allocated to hardware devices, and behavior description for one or more scenarios 

selected for performance analysis.  

3.1.1 Deployment Diagram Model Elements 

Device: A Device is a special kind of UML Node, which is a physical 

computational resource with processing capability. Artifacts (representing software 

components) may be deployed on Devices for execution [UML15]. Figure 3-4 shows a 

snapshot of the abstract syntax of UML Nodes. UML Device has a property namespace, 

which has to be set to the UML Model containing it for the purpose of the transformation.  

   

Figure 3-4. UML2 metamodel: Abstract Syntax of Nodes 

GaExecHost Stereotype: This MARTE stereotype maps the elements of the 

ExecutionHost domain to UML Nodes. GaExecHost specifies the characteristics of the 
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processing resource that executes scenario steps. It represents either a physical processor 

or the operating system  which support an application at a more abstract level [Seli13] 

[MART11]. In our case, the GaExecHost is used in the deployment diagram (see Figure 

3-1). Figure 3-5 shows the diagram of the MARTE Generic Quantitative Analysis 

Modeling (GQAM) Profile containing the GaExecHost stereotype. This diagram shows 

UML extensions for GQAM stereotypes related to resources. 

 

Figure 3-5. MARTE Generic Quantitative Analysis Modeling (GQAM) Profile for Resources 

Artifact: an Artifact specifies a software item, which is produced or used by a 

software development process or a system deployment. It is an elaboration of the UML 

abstract notion of DeployedArtifact by representing concrete elements in the physical 
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world. Model files, source files, binary executable files, scripts, a table in a database 

system, a development deliverable, a word-processing document, and a mail message are 

examples of Artifacts [UML15]. In our case, artifacts are used to represent software 

components allocated to hardware devices (see Figure 3-1). Figure 3-6 depicts the 

abstract syntax of Artifacts. The property namespace of UML Artifact has to be set to the 

UML Device which is containing it for the purpose of the transformation.  

 

Figure 3-6. UML2 Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of Artifacts 

Scheduler Stereotype: A Scheduler Stereotype is a kind of ResourceBroker 

which brings access to its brokered ProcessingResource or resources which have a certain 

scheduling policy [MART11]. For the purpose of our transformation, Scheduler 

stereotype is applied directly to the UML Artifact element to be able to use its 

otherSchedPolicy (which is of type String and should be initialized to a String value). We 

decided to use this stereotype to be able to give any scheduling policy value used in the 

LQN domain to the otherSchedPolicy property. The otherSchedPolicy has to be 

initialized to the “ref” value for at most one of the Artifact elements from the UML 

model. The “ref” value indicates a ReferenceTask in LQN, which represents customers in 
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the LQN model that drive the system by making requests to other tasks; however, they 

cannot receive any request [LQN15]. At least one Artifact with “ref” scheduling policy 

has to be specified in the source UML model in order to generate a LQN model that can 

be solved by the LQN Solver.  

 

Figure 3-7. MARTE General Resource Modeling (GRM) Profile   

An Artifact could be stereotyped by SwSchedulableResource stereotype, which represents 

an instance of a software task that can be scheduled by an operating system 

[MarteBook,Bran]. Both SwSchedulableResource and Scheduler stereotypes are kinds of 

Resource stereotype. It would have been better if we could use SwSchedulableResource 
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to stereotype the Artifact element in order to indicate the “ref” scheduling policy. 

Unfortunately, SwSchedulableResource does not have a scheduling property that we 

could access directly, so we took the design decision to use the Scheduler stereotype 

instead. Figure 3-7 shows a diagram of MARTE General Resource Modeling (GRM) 

Profile, containing the Scheduler stereotype. 

3.1.2 Activity Diagram Model Elements 

Activity Partition: An ActivityPartition is a kind of UML ActivityGroup to 

identify ActivityNodes which have some characteristics in common. It is noted with two 

parallel lines and its name attribute is labeled in a box at its top. This notation for an 

ActivityPartition is called swimlane. For the purpose of our transformation, for each 

Artifact defined in Deployment Diagram, there should be a corresponding 

ActivityPartition in each Activity Diagram to which the artifact participates.  Please note 

that an Artifact may contribute to more than one Activity Diagram, which means that it 

may have more than one corresponding ActivityPartitions. The correspondence between 

an Artifact and its corresponding ActivityPartition is made by their respective name 

attributes, which have to be initialized by the modeler to identical values. Figure 3-8 

shows a snapshot of an abstract syntax of ActivityGroups.  
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Figure 3-8. UML2 Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of ActivityGroups 

Initial Node: an InitialNode is a kind of ControlNode which can be defined as a 

point to start the execution of an Activity. Execution flow can also start at other nodes, so 

InitialNodes are not necessarily needed as a starting point. As soon as the Activity starts 

its execution, the InitialNode becomes enabled, so it does not have any incoming 

ActivityEdge to be activated [UML15]. Figure 3-9 shows the abstract syntax of 

ControlNodes. 

Activity Final Node: An ActivityFinalNode is a kind of UML FinalNode that 

terminates all flows in an Activity. A FinalNode is an abstract UML ControlNode at 

which a flow stops in an Activity. A FinalNode does not have any outgoing 

ActivityEdges. If there are more than one ActivityFinalNode in an Activity, the first one 
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which is reached terminates all flows in the activity [UML15]. Figure 3-9 shows a 

snapshot of the abstract syntax of ControlNodes.   

 

Figure 3-9. UML2 Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of ControlNodes 

 

Opaque Action: An OpaqueAction is a kind of UML abstract Action class. Its 

specification can be given in a textual concrete syntax other than UML and it can be used 

as a temporary placeholder before choosing any other kind of Action. An Action which is 

a kind of UML abstract ExecutableNode, is a fundamental unit of execution within a 

Behavior [UML15]. Figure 3-10depicts the abstract syntax of Actions. 

Call Operation Action: CallOperationAction is a kind of UML CallAction which 

transmits a message of an Operation Call request to the target object. A CallAction is an 

InvocationAction which calls a Behavior or an Operation. An InvocationAction is a kind 

of Action, which results in the invocation of a Behavior directly or indirectly [UML15]. 

Figure 3-11 shows the abstract syntax of InvocationActions. 
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Figure 3-10. UML Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of Actions 

 

Figure 3-11. UML2 Metamodel:  Abstract Syntax of InvocationActions 

Accept Event Action: An AcceptEventAction is an Action with triggers for one or 

more Events. It waits for an Event occurrence to be dispatched from the event pool. When 

the matching Event occurrence is dispatched from the event pool, the AcceptEventAction 
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becomes enabled to continue. If an Event occurrence is for a CallEvent, then a 

ReplyAction may be used to reply to it. Activities can execute other Actions while 

AcceptEventActions are waiting (that is why it is called a waiting point). An 

AcceptEventAction has triggers for CallEvents but it cannot accept synchronous calls 

unless it is an AcceptCallAction. An AcceptCallAction is a special kind of 

AcceptEventAction for the handling of CallEvent occurrences [UML15]. However for the 

purpose of this transformation, we used AcceptEventAction to trigger and handle 

CallEvents because of the incomplete implementation of the Papyrus tool that does not 

support AcceptCallAction elements yet. Figure 3-12 shows the abstract syntax of 

AcceptEventsActions. 

 

Figure 3-12. UML2 Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of AcceptEventActions 

 

Send Signal Action: A SendSignalAction is a kind of an InvocationAction, which 

creates a signal instance from its input and transmits the instance to the target object. It is 

also one of the kinds of send Actions. A send Action is an Action that transmits an object 

asynchronously. The Action completes as soon as the object is sent to the target.  For the 
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purpose of this transformation a SendSignalAction is used to complete the handling of an 

Event call that was accepted by a previous AcceptEventAction. If we could use an 

AcceptCallAction to receive the call request, A ReplyAction could be used instead of the 

SendSignalAction. Since A ReplyAction is an Action which handles the completion of the 

accepted call by an AcceptCallAction [UML15]. However, as it was mentioned before, 

the current implementation of Papyrus tool does not support the creation of 

AcceptCallAction and ReplyAction. Figure 3-11 depicts the abstract syntax of 

InvocationActions.     

PaStep Stereotype: The MARTE PaStep stereotype is a special kind of GaStep 

stereotype. Typically, it is applied to a UML Action or a Message invoking a behavior.   

A step in a scenario represents a unit of behavior which needs some resources; 

hostDemand is one of its attributes, which represents a CPU demand [MARTE/Book]. 

Figure 3-13 shows a the MARTE Performance Analysis Modeling (PAM) Profile, which 

defines the PaStep stereotype. This diagram shows the PAM performance extensions  

related to workload, behavior, and time observations.  

Fork Node, Join Node, Decision Node, and Merge Node: They are all kinds of 

UML ControlNode. A ForkNode splits a flow into multiple concurrent flows. A 

JoinNode synchronizes multiple flows. A DecisionNode chooses between outgoing 

flows. A MergeNode brings together multiple alternative flows without synchronization. 

There is no synchronization of flows or joining tokens, so that it accepts one of the 

alternative incoming flows [UMLDoc/2015]. Figure 3-9 shows a snapshot of an abstract 

syntax of ControlNodes. 
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Figure 3-13. MARTE/PAM Profile for Workload, Behavior, and Time Observations 

 

Control Flow: a ControlFlow is an ActivityEdge that only passes control tokens. 

They are used to show execution of ActivityNodes in sequence, so that the target 

ActivityNode will not get a control token and begin its execution until the source 

ActivityNode completes its execution and creates the token. An ActivityEdge is an 

abstract class to specify a directed connection between two ActivityNodes. It has to 

important properties: source (showing the ActivityNode it originates from) and target 
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(showing the destination ActivityNode). Tokens which may flow along the ActivityEdge 

are offered to it by the source ActivityNode [UML15]. A ControlFlow has the property 

inPartition, which is required to be set for the purpose of the transformation. This 

property is set for each ControlFlow which is not border-crossing meaning that it is 

located inside the ActivityPartition and does not cross the swimlane’s border. Figure 3-14 

shows the abstract syntax of Activities, which contains the ControlFlow metaclass. 

  

Figure 3-14. UML2 Metamodel: Abstract Syntax of Activities 

3.1.3 Source Model Assumptions  

In order to obtain the expected transformation results using this transformation, 

the source model needs to be complete and it is required to satisfy the following 

assumptions: 

 Device assumptions: For each Device element, its namespace property needs to be 

initialized to the UML Model element containing it. Each Device needs to be 
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annotated by GaExecHost stereotype and its otherSchedPolicy property could be 

given a string value. 

 Artifact assumptions: For each Artifact element, its namespace property has to be 

initialized to the Device element containing it. An Artifact that will be transformed to 

a ReferenceTask in the LQN model, has to be stereotyped with Scheduler stereotype, 

whose otherSchedPolicy property has to be given a string value of “ref “. 

 ActivityPartition assumptions: Each Artifact from the Deployment Diagram must 

have defined at least one corresponding ActivityPartition inside an Activity Diagram. 

Also, the name attribute of each ActivityPartition should be identical to the name 

attribute of its corresponding Artifact. 

 ControlFlow Assumptions: For each ControlFlow defined inside an 

ActivityPartition, its inPartition property has to be set to its corresponding 

ActivityPartition. For those ControlFlow representing call requests, which are not 

inside a single ActivityPartition but cross the border between ActivityPartitions, the 

inPartition property does not have to be set. 

 CallOperationAction, AcceptEventAction, SendSignalAction, and OpaqueAction 

Assumptions: Each has to be annotated with PaStep stereotype, and their 

hostDemand, rep and prop properties should be initialized accordingly.              

3.2 Target Model 

The target model of this transformation is the Layered Queueing Network (LQN), 

a well known performance model [Fran99][Fran09]. LQN has a graphical notation very 

useful to the human analysts (see for example Figure 3-17) and two textual formats 

understood by the existing solvers: a) an older textual version defined by an extended 
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BNF grammar; and b) a newer XML version defined by an XML schema. The starting 

point for LQN analysis is to build manually or automatically an LQN input file in one of 

the two textual formats.  The graphical representation can be produced automatically by 

using a set of commands that transform an LQN input file into graphical output, such as 

PostScript or Windows Enhanced Meta File [LQN15].  

Since the objective of the thesis is to develop a model transformation able to 

automatically generate LQN models in a format understood by the existing LQN solvers, 

we decided to aim for generating LQN models in XML format, because XML is 

preferred by the model-driven techniques for information interchange between tools. 

Figure 3-15, taken from [LQN15], shows the XML metamodel for Layered 

Queueing Networks using a UML class diagram, which reflects the XML schema for 

LQN and its containment hierarchy. In XML the layered models are defined in a bottom-

up manner. The hierarchical structure of an LQN model starts from the lqn-model root 

block, inside of which are defined the processor blocks. Then all the tasks which are 

running on a processor are contained within the respective processor block. Each task 

block contains all the entries which are associated with the task. Similarly, within a task 

block activity graphs specified by task-activities blocks can be defined. Hence an entry 

block and task-activities block are siblings in the hierarchy. An entry block may contain 

entry-phase-activities blocks. Within each entry-phase-activities block, phases are 

defined (note that the type of a phase is an activity). It should be noted that an entry may 

contain an activity graph specified by entry-activity-graph tags; however this element is 

not supported yet by any of the existing LQN solvers.  
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Figure 3-15. LQN Schema from [LQN15]. Elements in blue are results found in the output, and 

elements in red are not implemented in the solver. 

In this XML schema, the elements are ordered from left to right meaning that, for 

example, a solver-params block comes before a processor block in the XML input file. A 
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multiplicity of zero for an association connecting to a model element makes it to be an 

optional element. Optional elements shown in blue are results of the XML output file and 

are part of the schema; however, such elements are never present in the LQN input files 

our transformation generates. Elements in red are not implemented yet and not supported 

by the solvers, so we ignored them. In order for an XML file to be valid, it must conform 

to the schema. According to [LQN15], the XML schema enforces the following validity 

constraints: all processors, tasks and entries have a unique name, respectively. Also 

within a specific task, all activities have a unique name. There is only one activity which 

is bound to each entry. All types of calls, synchronous, asynchronous and forwarding 

must have a valid destination. All activity connections defined in a precedence block 

should refer to valid activities. All activity replies must refer to a valid entry. All activity 

loops must refer to valid activities. A multiplicity for phases is from 1 to 3. Within an 

entry, all attributes of a phase must be unique [LQN15]. 

An Epsilon transformation requires access to the source and target metamodels 

expressed in EMF Ecore (the metamodeling language of the underlying platform Eclipse 

EMF [EMF15]). Hence, we had to define the LQN metamodel in EMF Ecore. The 

Eclipse framework offers a language called Emfatic, designed to represent EMF Ecore 

models in textual form. The first step was to design the LQN metamodel shown in Figure 

3-16, then to express it in Emfatic. The new metamodel is derived from the XML-based 

LQN metamamodel given in the LQN user manual [LQN15] (see Figure 3-15). There are 

some differences: the new metamodel does not consider the following elements that 

appear in the XML-based LQN metamodel: a) the red elements (not supported by the 

tools); b) the blue elements (needed in the output file produced by the solvers, but not for 
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the input files that we generate); c) the forwarding call (left for future work) and d) post-

loop (also left for future work). A small difference between the two metamodels is that all 

the association roles are named in Figure 3-16, to allow for a complete definition of the 

association ends (i.e., of their multiplicity and their attachment to classes by composition 

or simple association). Other small difference is the fact that the Emfatic identifiers 

cannot contain the dash character ‘-‘. The last difference is the introduction of a new 

element activityR, used instead of activity to define the children of precedence operators 

(the reason for this is explained below). 

 

Figure 3-16. LQN metamodel designed for the Epsilon ETL transformation 
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Like the XML-based metamodel, the root model element of the new metamodel is 

lqnmodel, which is composed of one or more processor model elements by using 

composition associations. In other words, lqnmodel and processor have a whole-part 

relationship, which mirrors the hierarchy from the XML-based metamodel. Processor is 

composed of tasks, which in turn is composed of entries or task-activities. Also, as in 

Figure 3-15, entry is the parent of entry-phase-activities model element, which is the 

container of activity model element. Activity is the parent of children of type synch-call 

and asynch-call. Task-activities element is composed of elements of three types: activity, 

precedence and reply-entry. Reply-entry is the parent of reply-activity. In addition, like in 

Figure 3-15, the elements named pre, pre-or, pre-and , post, post-or and post-and are all 

children of precedence model elements. However, unlike Fig 3-15, where all children of 

precedence are the parents of activity, in this new metamodel an extra model element 

called activityR is defined to play the role of children of precedence. The reason for 

defining activityR is that during the execution of the transformation, activity model 

elements are generated, which are either contained by entry-phase-activities or by task-

activites. In the case that their parent is task-activity, the same activity instance cannot be 

owned by other containers, such as precedence. ETL generates errors and stops the 

execution in this case. Therefore, a solution was to define a new model element called 

activityR to serve as child of precedence. Each activityR mirrors an activity element 

owned by task-activity and it is assigned the same attribute values in the transformation. 

Finally, in the post-transformation re-formatting step, activityR is replaced by activity in 

the LQN model.  
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Figure 3-17. Graphical notation for the LQN model automatically generated from the UML model 

from Figures 3-1 and 3-2 
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It has to be noted that the attributes of each model element and the enumeration 

types are not shown in this figure, but they appear in the Emfatic code. The Emfatic 

definition of the metamodel from Figure 3-16 is given in the Appendix A of the thesis.    

 Figure 3-17 shows an example of LQN model generated from the UML source 

model given in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 by the transformation developed in the thesis. 

A description of how each model element of this figure is transformed and generated is 

given in Chapter 5. The XML format of the LQN model from Figure 3-17 is given in 

Appendix B in two formats: the “preliminary” LQN model generated by the Epsilon ETL 

model transformation is shown in appendix B1, and the actual LQN input model accepted 

by the LQN tools in Appendix B2. 
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4    Chapter: Transformation Design 

4.1 Multi-step process for generating LQN models from UML+MARTE 

In order to automatically derive an LQN performance model from a UML+MARTE 

software model, we developed the multi-step process shown in Figure 4-1, which 

includes model transformation, model refining and model editing steps.  

The steps of the process are as follows: 

 Step 1: Building the source model, which is an UML software model with MARTE 

performance annotations, as described in Section 3.1. In our case, we used the open-

source UML editor Papyrus [Papy15], whose development is supported by PolarSys 

[Pola16], an Eclipse Industry Working Group created by large industry players and 
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Figure 4-1. Multi-step process for deriving LQN models from UML+MARTE models 
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by tools providers to collaborate on the creation and support of Open Source tools for 

the development of embedded systems. 

 Step 2: Pre-transformation processing of the source model. This is an optional step 

for checking and refining the source model in order to discover and eliminate bugs or 

fix missing data before feeding it to the next step, the main model transformation. We 

are using this step for calculating derived attributes that are not set by Papyrus, as 

explained in Section 5.2. Other verifications can be included in the future, as for 

instance assigning default values to missing performance annotations. 

 Step 3: Epsilon ETL transformation is the main step of the process. It bridges the big 

semantic gap between UML and LQN and generates the “preliminary” LQN model in 

XML format, which needs some further processing. (An example of such model is 

shown in Appendix B1). 

 Step 5: Post-transformation processing makes minor edits in the preliminary XML 

file, which are needed because of the differences between the original LQN 

metamodel based on the XML schema [LQN15] and the LQN metamodel defined in 

Emfatic in the thesis (Appendix A). These differences were explained in section 3.2. 

Examples of changes performed in this step are as follows (described in more details 

in Section 5.3):  

a) insert dashes ‘-‘ in identifiers as required by the original metamodel (Emphatic 

does not accept ‘-‘ in identifiers);  

b) insert a solver-param element (which cannot be derived from the source 

model) at the beginning of the LQN model, before the starting tag of the 

processor element.  
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c) replace the role names “activityR”  and “activity1” (defined in the Emphatic 

metamodel)   by “activity” (as used in the original LQN). 

The generated LQN model can be parsed and solved by the existing LQN tools, 

and/or can be transformed in a different existing LQN format (graphical or textual). 

 Step 5: Solving the LQN Model can be performed with one of the existing solvers 

(analytic or by simulation), which produces an LQN output file which includes 

performance results (elements shown in blue in Figure 3-15). 

 Step 6: Extracting results values from the LQN output. The performance result values 

produced by the solver in the previous step can be individually extracted with the help 

of an EOL script (as described in section 5.4). Such results can be used for automatic 

diagnosis of performance problems, which is out of the thesis scope. 

 Step 7: Transforming textual XML LQN file into graphical notation by using existing 

commands from the LQN toolset. The graphical notation is very useful for human 

users. An example of graphical notation obtained from XML is shown in Figure 3-17. 

4.2 UML+MARTE to LQN Mapping 

The main transformation represented by Step 3 consists of a set of transformation 

rules defined in more details in Chapter 5. As already mentioned, the input to the 

transformation is a UML model extended with the Performance Analysis Modeling 

(PAM) subprofile of MARTE. The source models must conform to the standard UML2.5 

metamodel, whose definition is an Eclipse plugin imported by both the UML editor and 

the transformation tool. The stereotype attributes (represented by UML properties) and 

their values are referred to as Tag Definitions and tagged values respectively 

[UML15/p270] and must be conform to the standard MARTE definition [MARTE11]. 
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The stereotypes and their properties add performance-related information to the input 

model. It is important to note that an input UML model has to be created based on the 

assumptions given in Section 3.1. If an input model does not satisfy these assumptions, 

the transformation will not execute properly.  

The transformation is designed based on the mapping established by the designer 

between the model elements of the source and the target model. Figure 4-1 shows a high-

level view of some of the mapping between UML+MARTE model elements and LQN 

model elements. The mapping follows the hierarchical structure of the two models, as 

described in Chapter 3.  

 

Figure 4-2.  High-level view of the mapping between the source and target models 

Table 4-1 shows all the mappings from the UML model elements annotated with some of 

the MARTE stereotypes to LQN model elements, represented by red arrows in the 

previous figure. This table contains three columns: the first gives the name of the UML 
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model element, the second gives the stereotype which might have been applied to the 

UML element, and the third shows the corresponding LQN model element. 

Table 4-1. Mapping from UML source to LQN target model 

UML Model Element  MARTE Stereotype LQN Element 

Model None lqnmodel 

Deployment Diagram 
Device GaExecHost processor 

Artifact Scheduler task 

Activity Diagram 
AcceptEventAction PaStep entry 

InitialNode None entry 

OpaqueAction PaStep activity 

CallOperationAction PaStep activity 

SendSignalAction PaStep activity 

ControlFlow None precedence 

DecisionNode None  precedence 

MergeNode None  precedence 

JoinNode None  precedence 

ForkNode None precedence 

ControlFlow  None  synch-call 

ControlFlow None asynch-call 

 

4.3 Transformation rules and operations overview 

The transformation is designed such that one ETL module contains all the 

transformation rules and operations corresponding to the mapping table given in Table 3-

1. The rules show what LQN elements are to be created for the UML+MARTE elements 

discovered in the input model, and the operation are functions called by the 

transformations that verify some conditions or inspect the model and return some results. 

The transformation module contains one Matched Rule, 16 Lazy Rules, and 26 EOL 

operations. Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 give a brief description of the role of each ETL rule 

and operation, respectively. More elaborate definitions are given in Chapter 5. 

 Table 4-2. Transformation Rules for UML to LQN transformation  

Name Description 

Model2Lqnmodel Transforms UML Model to LQN lqnmodel element  
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Device2processor Transforms UML Device to LQN processor element 

Artifact2task Transforms UML Artifact to LQN task element 

AcceptEventAction2entry 

Ph1Ph2 

Transforms UML AcceptEventAction to LQN entry element 

provided that the guard [not isNONEPattern()] is satisfied 

AcceptEventAction2entry 

None 

Transforms UML AcceptEventAction to LQN entry element 

provided that the guard cond [isNONEPattern()] is satisfied 

InitialNode2entryPh1Ph2 Transforms UML InitialNode to LQN entry element provided 

that the guard condition: not isNONEPattern() is satisfied 

InitialNode2entryNone Transforms UML InitialNode to LQN entry element provided 

that the guard condition [isNONEPattern()] is satisfied  

OpaqueAction2Activity Transforms UML OpaqueAction to LQN activity element 

DecisionNode2Precedence Transforms UML DecisionNode to LQN precedence element 

ControlFlow2Precedence Transforms UML ControlFlow to LQN precedence element 

provided that the guard condition [guardForControlFlowTo 

Precedence()] is satisfied 

MergeNode2Precedence Transforms UML MergeNode to LQN precedence element 

JoinNode2Precedence Transforms UML JoinNode to LQN precedence element 

ForkNode2Precedence Transforms UML ForkNode to LQN precedence element 

CallOperationAction2Activity Transforms UML CallOperationAction to LQN activity element 

SendSignalAction2Activity Transforms UML SendSignalAction to LQN activity element 

ControlFlow2synchcall Transforms UML ControlFlow to LQN synchcall element 

ControlFlow2asynchcall Transforms UML ControlFlow to LQN asynchcall element 

 

As shown in Table 4-2, two kinds of ETL rules (Matched rule and Lazy rule) are used for 

this transformation.  In ETL, Matched rules are the ones that are executed automatically 

by the engine when it finds an element in the source model which matches with the 

source element from the rule. Lazy rules, instead, are invoked explicitly in other rules by 

using the ETL built-in equivalent() operation. Epsilon  ETL is a hybrid language, where 

Matched rules correspond to the declarative style, while Lazy rules corresponds to the 

imperative style.  
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Within each rule, the logic for connecting each generated target element with 

another is defined. Target elements are linked together by using containment association 

relationships. For example, our transformation starts with the execution of the only 

Matched rule, Model2Lqnmodel, to transform the root element (UML Model) of the 

source model to the root element (LQN lqnmodel) of the target model. Since the target 

root element has a containment relationship with the LQN processor element, the 

generated LQN processor has to be added as a Child to the target root element. Thus the 

matched rule Model2Lqnmodel invokes the Lazy rule Device2processor to generate a 

target processor for each processor element found in the input model, and then adds the 

newly created target element to the corresponding container of LQN lqnmodel.  

In turn, Rule Device2processor invokes Artifact2task rule. Rule Artifact2task 

invokes one of the four rules which transform either a UML AcceptEventAction or a UML 

InitialNode to an element of LQN entry type. It also transforms different kinds of UML 

ActivityNode, such as OpaqueAction, CallOperationAction and SendSignalAction to the 

LQN activity type by invoking their corresponding mapping rules. It also invokes the 

rules which generate LQN precedence from UML ControlFlow and some of the UML 

ControlNode, such as DecisionNode, MergeNode, JoinNode and ForkNode. The rule 

generating an LQN activity from a source element of type UML CallOperationAction 

invokes one of the two rules generating LQN synchcall or LQN asynchcall from a UML 

ControlFlow. 

Table 4-3. Operations in UML to LQN transformation 

Name Description 

checkPSchedulerType For the given processor’s scheduling policy (otherSchedPolicy), 

returns  its corresponding value of LQN enumeration processor 

scheduling type    
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checkTSchedulerType For the given task’s scheduling policy (otherSchedPolicy), 

returns its corresponding value of LQN enumeration task 

scheduling type   

getStereotypeOfDevice For the given UML Device, returns the String value of 

otherSchedPolicy property of  its GaExecHost stereotype 

getStereotypeOfArtifact For the given UML Artifact,returns the String value of 

otherSchedPolicy property of its Scheduler stereotype 

ReturnProbability For the given UML Action defined in Activity Digram , returns the 

Real value of prop property of its PaStep stereotype 

FindInitialNodeOrAcceptEv

entActionBackwardsInThe

Flow 

For the given UML ControlFlow and its ActivityPartition, returns 

either InitialNode or AcceptEventAction as an origin of the activity 

graph located in the given ActivityPartition by traversing it 

backward recursively 

TraverseTheGraphForward

ToTheEnd 

For the given UML ControlFlow and its ActivityPartition, returns 

three collections of ActivityNodes, ControlFlows and 

ControlNodes by traversing Activity graph located in the given 

ActivityPartition forward recursively   

isNONEPattern For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if the type of Activity 

graph is NONE, and returns a Boolean value 

guardForSendSignalAction

2Activity 

For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if the ControlFlow 

and its target SendSignalAction  are located in the Activity graph, 

which its type is NONE, and returns a Boolean value  

guardForControlFlowTo 

Precedence 

For the given UML ControlFlow , determines if the ControlFlow is 

located in the Activity graph, which its type is NONE and, also 

satisfies the conditions for being sequential, and returns a 

Boolean value 

isSequential For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if the conditions for 

being sequential are met, and returns a Boolean value    

EntryFunctionOperation  For the given UML InitialNode or AcceptEventAction, their 

ActivityPartions, and the generated LQN task corresponding to 

the UML Artifact, invokes ETL built-in equivalent() operation to 

generate LQN entries and precedence ,and to instantiate LQN 

taskactivities, entryphaseactivities,  replyentry, and replyactivity    

getoutgoingofthisCallOpera

tionActionwhichTargetIsAc

ceptEventAction 

For the given UML CallOperationAction, checks for its outgoing 

,which its target type is AcceptEventAction, and returns that 

outgoing 

ToFindAndReturnSendSig For the given UML ControlFlow and its ActivityPartition , returns  
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nalAction SendSignalAction, which is part of the Activity graph located in 

given ActivityPartition by traversing it forward recursively  

controlflowProcessingfor 

ASynchCall 

For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if it follows the 

pattern for the Asynchronous call, and returns a Boolean value   

controlflowProcessingfor 

SynchCall 

For the given UML ControlFlow , determines if it follows the 

pattern for the Synchronous call, and returns a Boolean value 

controlflowProcessingfor 

Branch 

For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if its target is type of 

UML DecisionNode, and returns Boolean value 

controlflowProcessingfor 

Merge 

For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if its source is type 

of  UML MergeNode, and returns Boolean value  

controlflowProcessingfor 

Fork 

For the given UML ControlFlow, determines if its target is type of 

UML ForkNode, and returns Boolean value   

controlflowProcessingfor 

Join 

For the given UML ControlFlow , determines if its source is type 

of UML JoinNode , and returns Boolean value 

IsThisEdgeInThisPartition For the given UML ControlFlow and ActivityPartition, checks for 

the edge of the ActivityPartion , Which has the same name as 

the given ControlFlow 

getDevices For the given UML Model, checks for all the UML Devices, which 

their namespace is the Model and are annotated by GaExecHost 

stereotype, and returns a collection of those Devices 

getArtifact For the given UML Device, checks for all the UML Artifacts, 

which their namespace is the Device , and returns a collection of 

those Artifacts  

getActivityPartitions For the given Artifactname typed String, checks for the UML 

ActivityPartitions, which their name is the same as the given 

Artifactname, and returns a collection of those ActivityPartitions 

getActivitynodes For the given UML ActivityPartion, ckecks for its nodes, which 

are kinds of UML ActivityNode, and returns a collection of those 

ActivityNodes 

hasStereotype For the given name typed String and UML Class, determines if 

stereotype’s name applied on the Class is the same as the given 

name, and returns a Boolean value 
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5    Chapter: Transformation Implementation 

This chapter presents in details the transformation rules listed in Table 4-1, and 

some of the operations listed in Table 4-2.  

5.1 Rules and Operations 

5.1.1 Rule Model2Lqnmodel 

The “lqnmodel” element is the top element of our target LQN model. This

element, which is the root container of the target model, corresponds to the UML 

“Model” element. As we can see from the Code Fragment 5-1, the UML “Model”

element, which is the root container of the source model, and indicated in section 

“transform”,istransformedintothetop“lqnmodel”elementofaLQN. 

 

Code Fragment 5-1. Transformation rule Model2Lqnmodel 

The rule shown in Code Fragment 5-1 containsonetargetcomponentinsection“to”,

whichislabeledwiththevariable“lqn”.Thisvariablerepresentsageneratedtargetnode

of type “lqnmodel”. The assignment statement involving the target node “lqn” 

(lqn.name= m.name+" To lqn") indicates how the “lqn.name”attribute is initialized with 

rule Model2Lqnmodel 
 transform m : UML!Model 
 to lqn : lqnmodel!lqnmodel{ 
  
 lqn.name= m.name+" To lqn"; 
    
  var devices : Collection=m.getDevices(); 
   
  for(d:Device in devices){ 
   
  lqn.processor.add(d.equivalent()); 
   
 }                                                                                                                                             
  
} 
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thenameofthesource“Model”element to which the string “Tolqn”is appended. The 

operation “getDevices()” is invoked on the variable “m” that represents the “Model”

element of the sourcemodel to return the collection of “Device” elements included in 

“Model”.For each Device element in the collection, thecall to“d.equivalent()” returns

theLQNmodelelement(a“processor”)transformedfrom“d”,whichisthenaddedtothe

collection “lqn.processor”. The built-in ETL “equivalent()” operation resolves target 

elements that have been transformed from source elements by other rules [Kol15]. 

5.1.2 Operation getDevices  

As mentioned above, this operation is called in the context of the source element 

“Model” and returns a collection of all the instances of type “Device” that have been 

stereotyped by the MARTE “GaExecHost” stereotype, and have their “namespace”

attribute assigned to “Model”. This operation is shown in Code Fragment 5-2. 

“GaExecHost” stereotype represents an execution resource [MART11]. Inperformance

modeling, a GaExecHost can be any device that executes behavior as a processor, storage 

and peripheral [MART11]. Figure 5-1 shows an example of how the properties of a 

“Device” element of the sourcemodel have, named “Device1” are set. The “Device1”

instance is stereotyped with “GaExecHost”. Its property “namespace” needs to be

initialized to the rootelementnamed“model”oftype“Model”.  

 

Code Fragment 5-2. Operation getDevices 

operation Model getDevices():Collection{ 
 

return Device.all.select(d|d.namespace=self and  
                   d.hasStereotype("GaExecHost"));    

} 
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Figure 5-1. Exampleof“Device”Elementofthe Source Model 

5.1.3 Operation hasStereotype  

This operation is called in the context of a “Class” of the source model and

returns a Boolean type value. As we can see in the Code Fragment 5-3, 

“getAppliedStereotypes()”, an ETL built-in method,  is invoked on the “self” variable 

which refers to the context of this operation. This method returns a sequence containing 
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all the stereotypes that have been applied to the respective “Class”.ForeachStereotype 

instance in this collection, if its name attribute is the same as the String parameter passed 

asanargumenttothisoperation,theoperationwillreturn“true”. 

 

Code Fragment 5-3. Operation hasStereotype 

5.1.4 Rule Device2processor  

Each “Device” element from the deployment diagram of the source model is

mappedtoa“processor”element of the target LQN model, as depicted in Figure 5-2 and 

Code Fragment 5-4. The “guard” section of this rule is checking for the “Device”

instancesstereotypedwith“GaExecHost”. 

 

Code Fragment 5-4.Transformation rule – Device2processor 

operation UML!Class hasStereotype(name:String):Boolean { 
      
 var c: Sequence; 
 c=self.getAppliedStereotypes();  
 for(s:Stereotype in c){ 
   

        if(s.name=name){ 
   return true; 
          }  
 } 
  

return false; 
} 

@Lazy 
rule Device2processor 
 transform d : UML!Device 
 to p : lqnmodel!processor { 
 guard: d.hasStereotype("GaExecHost") 
  p.name=d.name;    

var schedpolicy:String; 
 schedpolicy=getStereotypeOfDevice(d); 

p.scheduling=checkPSchedulerType(schedpolicy);     
 var col : Collection=d.getArtifact();   
 for(a:Artifact in col){ 
  p.task.add(a.equivalent());  
 }    
} 
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For example, if there are “Device” instances in the source model which are not 

stereotyped with “GaExacHost”, they will be excluded from the transformation rule.

Transformation rules which include a “guard” section will be applicable only to the 

elements that satisfy theguard’scondition. In this transformation, thenameof a target

“processor” will be initialized to the name of its corresponding source “Device”.The 

method “getStereotypeofDevice()” which passes “Device” of the source model as a 

parameter, checks for the Stereotype “Scheduler”. “Scheduler” stereotype represents a

kind of ResourceBroker, which creates access to its brokered ProcessingResource or 

resources which follow a certain scheduling policy [MARTE11]. If this Stereotype is 

definedonthe“Device”instanceandits attribute“otherSchedPolicy”isset,themethod

returns the value of this attribute.  

 

Figure 5-2. Transformation rule example – Device2processor 
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Figure 5-3.Exampleof“Artifact”ElementoftheSourceModel 

Using this value as a parameter to “checkPSchedulerType()” method, it sets the 

“scheduling” propertyofthe“processor”.“otherSchedPolicy”isoneofthepropertiesof

the“Scheduler”stereotype,which annotates a scheduling policy not included among the 

values of the “schedPolicyKind” enumeration type [MART11]. It could be set for the 

object“processor”whencreatingthesourcemodel.Afterwards,thereis“getArtifact()”, 

whichiscalledonaninstanceof“Device”andcollectsalltheinstancesofthe“Artifact”

whose “namespace” attribute is set to the respective “Device”. Figure 5-3 shows an 

example of how to set an “Artifact” element in the source model. For each Artifact 

element in the collection, its corresponding target “Task” element generated by a
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different transformation rulewill be added to the “p.task” referenceof the “processor”

type instance from the target. 

5.1.5 Rule Artifact2task  

As we can see from Figure 5-4 and Code Fragment 5-5,each“Artifact”element 

(representing a software component) istransformedtoa“task”elementofthetargetLQN

model. In this rule, after initializing the attributes  “name”and“scheduling”ofthe“task”

element, the “getActivityPartitions()”methodisinvoked.Thismethodpassesthenameof

the“Artifact”and returnsacollectionofall “ActivityPartition” instances whose names 

match this parameter. Figure 5-5showsanexampleofhow the“name”propertyofan

“ActivityPartition” needs to be set when creating a UML activity diagram. In this 

collection, there are “ActivityPartition” elements with the same name as an “Artifact”

from the deployment diagram. The method “getactivitynodes()”uses each element of this     

 

Code Fragment 5-5. Transformation rule – Artifact2Task 

@lazy 
rule Artifact2task 
 transform a : UML!Artifact 
 to t : lqnmodel!task { 
 t.name= a.name;   

var schedpolicy:String; 
schedpolicy=getStereotypeOfArtifact(a); 
t.scheduling=checkTSchedulerType(schedpolicy); 

 var activitypartitions : Collection=getActivityPartitions(a.name); 
 for(p in activitypartitions){ 
     var nodes:Collection=getactivitynodes(p); 
     var partition:ActivityPartition=p; 
 if(nodes.one(n|n.isTypeOf(InitialNode))){   
      var innode:Any=nodes.selectOne(n|n.isTypeOf(InitialNode)); 
        EntryFunctionOperation(innode,t,partition); 
       }else if(nodes.exists(n|n.isTypeOf(AcceptEventAction))){  
         var accepteventactionCollection: 
                             Collection=nodes.select(n|n.isTypeOf(AcceptEventAction));  
        for(item in accepteventactionCollection){ 
     EntryFunctionOperation(item,t,partition);} 
         }  
 }   
} 
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collection to return a collection of allthe“node”elementswhichoftype“ActivityNode”.

(Please note that “ActivityNode”isanabstracttypewithmanysubtypes).Ifthereexists

exactlyone“ActivityNode”elementinthiscollectionofconcretetype“InitialNode”,its

corresponding target “task” represents a “Reference Task” in LQN; however, if there

exists at least one “ActivityNode” object in this collection of concrete type

“AcceptEventAction”,itscorrespondingtarget“task”becomesanormaltask.Reference

tasks represent customers in the layered queueing network that drive the system; each has 

a single entry that makes requests, but never accept any requests from other tasks. They 

are always at the top of a call graph [LQN15]. In the case of a reference task, the 

“InitialNode” along with its “ActivityPartition” and target “task” are passed to 

“EntryFunctionOperation()” method. Otherwise, in the case of a normal task, the 

“EntryFunctionOperation()” method is invoked for each element of  

“AcceptEventAction” found.  
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Figure 5-4. Transformation rule example – Artifact2task 

 

 

Figure 5-5.Exampleof“ActivityPartition”ElementoftheSourceModel 

This operationwhich is given either “InitialNode” or “AcceptEventAction” as its first

parameter,invokesthe“equivalent()”ETLbuilt-in operation on this parameter in order to 
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create theircorresponding target“entry”. Ifattribute“type”of thisentry is“NONE”, it

traversesthegraphstartingwith“InitialNode”or“AcceptEventAction”toitsendinorder

to gather collectionsof“ControlFlow”,“ControlNode”and“ActivityNode”,repectively.

Besides,LQN“taskactivities” is instantiated toholdLQN“activity”objects, which are 

created for each UML “ActivityNode” in the collection gathered above. (Each LQN

“activity is found by the “equivalent()” operation invoked on the collection of 

“ActivityNode”). If there exists in this collection at least one item of type 

“SendSignalAction” (which sends the reply back to a CallOperationAction), LQN 

“replyentry”and“replyactivity”will be instantiated respectively in the target model. For 

each itemfromthe“ControlNode”collection,variousconditionsneed tobechecked in

order to transform either the item itself, its source or its target to the corresponding LQN 

elements by invoking the ETL “equivalent()” operation. For instance, if the target

property of the “ControlFlow” is type of UML “DecisionNode”, this object will be

transformedtoLQN“precedence”. 

Now let us consider that the property “type” of “entry” is “PHPH2”. In this case, like 

before, after traversing the activity graph and collecting the required collections, some 

elementssuchas“SendSignalAction”and“ActivityFinalNode”willbeexcludedfromthe

“ActivityNode”collectionbeforetransformingthecontentofthiscollection, because in 

thecaseof“PHPH2” there are no equivalent LQN elements in the target model. However 

they have to be depicted in the UML source model to be used by other transformation 

methods and rules for other analysis purposes. Finally LQN “entryphaseactivities” is

instantiated to comprise LQN “activity” instances transformed from the content of the

“ActivityNode”collection.Itisimportant tomentionthatforeach“ControlFlow”object
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located inside an “ActivityPartition” (meaning that it does not cross the partition’s

border), itspropertyof“inPartition”has tobesetmanually in the source model before 

running the transformation, as in shown in Figure 5-6. For the border crossing 

“ControlFlow”,thisfeaturedoesnothavetobeset. 

 

Figure 5-6.Exampleof“ControlFlow”ElementoftheSourceModel 
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5.1.6 Rule InitialNode2entryPh1Ph2  

Withineach“ActivityPartition”,asshowninFigure5-7 and Code Fragment 5-6, 

each“InitialNode”will be transformed into anLQN“entry”, provided that its “guard”

condition is satisfied. Operation “isNONEPattern()”, which is a part of the guard’s

condition, takesa“ControlFlow”instanceasanargument and returnsa“Boolean”type

value. Using the logicaloperator“not”, evaluates the logical negation of this operation. If 

the negation of this expression is “true”, the guard’s condition is satisfied, and

“InitialNode”willbetransformedtoanLQN“entry”anditsattribute“type”willbesetto

“PH1PH2”( a value of enumeration“EntryType”). Let consider the example from Figure 

5-7,wherea“ControlFlow”objectnamed“goToOp1”,outgoing from the“InitialNode”, 

is passed to the operation “isNONEPattern()”. The operation starts at “goToOp1” and

traverses the graph upward until it reaches the origin of the flow, which in general is 

either “InitialNode” (as in Figure 5-7) or “AcceptEventAction” (in other cases). Using 

the origin, it starts traversing the graph downward until reaching the end of the flow; in 

Figure 5-7, the end is the “ActivityFinalNode”.The graph traversal results in collecting 

three collections of elements contained in the partition: “ControlFlow”, “ControlNode”

and “ActivityNode”. Then from “ActivityNode” collection, some elements such as

“SendSignalAction”and“ActivityFinalNode”,whicharenot required forgenerating an 

entry of type PH1PH2, will be removed. The analysis of these collections shows whether 

the conditions for the entry pattern “PH1PH2” are met or not. The pattern describes 

entries with one, twoorthreeactivitiesinsequence(theactivitiesarecalled“phases”in

this case), where the reply to the caller is sent after the first activity (or phase 1).   Any 

otherconfigurationoftheactivitygraphleadstothepattern“NONE”fortheentry. 
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Figure 5-7. Transformation rule example – InitialNode2entryPh1Ph2 

 

Code Fragment 5-6. Transformation rule – InitialNode2entryPh1Ph2 

@Lazy 
rule InitialNode2entryPh1Ph2 
 transform a : UML!InitialNode 
 to e : lqnmodel!entry{ 
  
  guard: not isNONEPattern(a.outgoing.first())   

e.name=a.name; 
e.type=lqnmodel!EntryType#PH1PH2;    

} 
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5.1.7 Rule AcceptEventAction2entryPh1Ph2  

The structure of this rule is similar to the previous one, with the difference that 

“AcceptEventAction” is transformed intoanLQN“entry”, as shown in Figure 5-8 and 

Code Fragment 5-7below.Its“guard”conditionisalsosimilartothepreviousrule. 

 

Figure 5-8. Transformation rule example – AcceptEventAction2entryPh1Ph2 
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Code Fragment 5-7. Transformation rule – AcceptEventAction2entryPh1Ph2 

When the negation of “isNONEPattern()” operation evaluates to “true”, the guard’s

condition becomes satisfied. As mentioned above, this operation takes as parameter a 

ControlFlowoutgoingfroman“AcceptEventAction”,startstraversingthegraphupward

untilitfindstheoriginoftheflow.Unlikethelastrulewhoseoriginwas“InitialNode”,

thistimetheoriginis“AcceptEventAction”.AswecanseeinFigure5-8, there are three 

“ActivityNode”inthisflowgraphexcluding“AcceptEventAction”,“SendSignalAction”

and“ActivityFinalNode”,containedinthe“ActivityNode”collection.Ifthesizeofthis

collectionisnotgreaterthanthree,thepatternis“PH1PH2”. 

5.1.8 Rule AcceptEventAction2entryNone  

This rule similar to the previous one, with the difference that it transforms an 

“AcceptEventAction” into an LQN “entry” with a “NONE” pattern, as shown in Figure 

5-9 and Code Fragment 5-8.  

 

Code Fragment 5-8. Transformation rule – AcceptEventAction2entryNone 

@Lazy 
rule AcceptEventAction2entryNone 
 transform a : UML!AcceptEventAction 
 to e : lqnmodel!entry{ 
 guard: isNONEPattern(a.outgoing.first()) 

e.name=a.name; 
e.type=lqnmodel!EntryType#NONE;       

} 

 

 

 @Lazy 
rule AcceptEventAction2entryPh1Ph2 
 transform a : UML!AcceptEventAction 
 to e : lqnmodel!entry{ 
 guard: not isNONEPattern(a.outgoing.first())      

e.name=a.name; 
e.type=lqnmodel!EntryType#PH1PH2;              

} 
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Figure 5-9. Transformation rule example – AcceptEventAction2entryNone 

The guard condition of this rule includes the operation “isNONEPattern()” (without

negating it). This time, after traversing the flow graph downward to the end, the extracted 

“ControlNode” collection contains one “DecisionNode” and one “MergeNode” as we can 

see in Figure 5-9, which are both subtypes of a “ControlNode”. This means that this 

graph is a “NONE” pattern graph so that the attribute “type” of the transformed LQN 

“entry” becomes “NONE”. 
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5.1.9 Rule OpaqueAction2Activity 

ThisrulemapsUML“OpaqueAction”toLQN“activity”ofthetargetmodel.As

shown in Figure 5-10 and Code Fragment 5-9, there are some applied stereotypes on each 

“OpaqueAction” object. This rule looks for the “GaScenario” stereotype from the

collection of stereotypes collected for each “OpaqueAction”; if its attribute

“hostDemand” is initialized, it will assign the value of that to the attribute

“hostdemandmean”oftheLQN“Activity”. 

“Scenario” and “Step” stereotypes can be applied to a broad set of behavior-

related elements, which are covered by the UML2 metaclass NamedElement, such as 

Actions. GaScenario”stereotypemapstheelementsofthe“BehaviorScenario”. 

 

Code Fragment 5-9. Transformation rule – OpaqueAction2Activity 

@Lazy 
rule OpaqueAction2Activity 
 transform action : UML!OpaqueAction 
 to activity : lqnmodel!activity{ 
 
  activity.name=action.name; 
  var stereotype:Any=action.getAppliedStereotypes(); 
  if(stereotype.isDefined()){    
    for(s in stereotype){   
          if(s.name="GaScenario"){      
            if(s.attribute.selectOne(a|a.name="hostDemand").isDefined()){   
                activity.hostdemandmean=action.getValue(s,"hostDemand").first().asReal();  
 } 
          } 
       }    
   }  
} 
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Figure 5-10. Transformation rule example – OpaqueAction2Activity 

A “Scenario” takes system-level behavior, then it attaches allocations and resource 

usages to it. It consists of sub-operationswhicharecalled“Steps”.“hostDemand”isan

attributeof the“GaScenario”stereotype,which represents theCPUdemand in units of 

time and all Steps are expected to be on the same host [MART11]. Similarly, “host-

demand-mean” is themean service time demand for the activity in the LQN domain 

[LQN15].“GaStep”stereotyperepresentstheStepdomainelement,isasup-type of the 

“GaScenario”stereotype.Itispartofthe“Scenario”anditcanbedepictedinsequence

with other actions [MART11] as shown in Figure 5-10. Therefore, “PaStep” which

represents Step in Performance Analysis Modeling (PAM) profile, is sup-type of 
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“GaStep”.Toprovideperformanceinterpretations,“PaStep”inheritssomepropertiesof

itssuperclass“GaStep”.Itshouldbenotedthat“PaStep”withoutarefiningscenarioisa

basic sequential execution step on a host processor, while with a refining scenario it is a 

larger unit of behavior [MART11]. In performance modeling, it is just required to apply 

“PaStep”stereotypeoneachactionofthebehaviorscenario. 

5.1.10 Rule DecisionNode2Precedence 

ThisruletransformsUML“DecisionNode”toLQN“precedence”.Asdepictedin

Code Fragment 5-10 and Figure 5-11. According to Code Fragment 5-10, the two LQN 

“pre”and“postor”elements are instantiated to be added as children of the “precedence”,  

 

Code Fragment 5-10. Transformation rule – DecisionNode2Precedence 

@Lazy 
rule DecisionNode2Precedence 
       transform d : UML!DecisionNode 
       to b : lqnmodel!precedence{ 
       var pr : new lqnmodel!`pre`; 
       var po : new lqnmodel!`postor`; 
 b.postor=po;  
 b.`pre`=pr; 
 var act1 : lqnmodel!activity; 
 for(i in d.incoming){ 
     var activityRPre : new lqnmodel!activityR; 
     pr.activityRPre=activityRPre; 
     act1=i.source.equivalent();   
                  activityRPre.name=act1.name; 
  }              
 var act : lqnmodel!activity; 
 for(i in d.outgoing){ 
    var activityRPostOr: new lqnmodel!activityR; 
    po.activityRPostOr.add(activityRPostOr);       
               var probability:Real;  
    probability=ReturnProbability(i.target); 
    act=i.target.equivalent(); 
    activityRPostOr.name=act.name; 
    activityRPostOr.prob=probability;} 
 }      
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Figure 5-11. Transformation rule example – DecisionNode2Precedence 

as defined in the LQN metamodel. For each “ControlFlow” item in the “incoming”

collection of the “DecisionNode”, one LQN “activityR” element is instantiated to be

assigned as an “activity” role name of the LQN “pre” instance. LQN “activityR”

representsanLQN“activity”whichcomesbeforethe“precedence”inthetargetmodelas

shown in Figure 5-11. The attribute “name” of  LQN “activityR” is the same as the

“name”ofitsmirroredLQN“activity”,whichis transformed by invocation of ETL buit-

in “equivalent()” method on the “source” of each “ControlFlow” object of the

“incoming”collection.Inaddition,thesameprocedurewillberepeated,butthistimefor

each“’ControlFlow”elementintheinthe“outgoing”collectionofthe“DecisionNode”.

LQN“activityR”isinstantiatedagaintobeaddedasan“activity”oftheLQN“postor”
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instance.Themultiplicityofthe“activityR”instancesthatcouldbeaddedtothe“postor”

object is more than one, that’s why the “add()” operation is used. However, the

multiplicityof“activityR”ofthe“pre”isjustone,soasimpleassignmentstatementdoes

thejob.Aftergettingthemirrored“activity”ofthe“activityR”bycalling“equivalen()”

methodon the “target” of the “ControlFlow”of the “outgoing”collection,  its “name”

and“prob”attributevalueswillbeassignedtotherespectiveattributesofthe“activityR”

. 

5.1.11 Rule MergeNode2Precedence 

This rule maps UML “MergeNode” to LQN “precedence”, as shown in Code

Fragment 5-11 and Figure 5-12. The structure of this rule is as the previous one.  

 

Code Fragment 5-11. Transformation rule – MergeNode2Precedence 

@Lazy 
rule MergeNode2Precedence 
 transform d : UML!MergeNode 
 to b : lqnmodel!precedence { 
 
       var posti : new lqnmodel!`post`; 
       var preor : new lqnmodel!`preor`; 
       b.`post`=posti;  
       b.preor=preor; 
       var act1 : lqnmodel!activity; 
       for(i in d.incoming){ 
     var activityRPreOr: new lqnmodel!activityR; 
     preor.activityRPreOr.add(activityRPreOr); 
     act1=i.source.equivalent();  
     activityRPreOr.name=act1.name; 
 }           
 var act : lqnmodel!activity; 
 for(i in d.outgoing){ 
     var activityRPost: new lqnmodel!activityR; 
                posti.activityRPost=activityRPost; 
     act=i.target.equivalent(); 
                 activityRPost.name=act.name; } 
       }  
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Figure 5-12. Transformation rule example – MergeNode2Precedence  

The differences are the following: the LQN “post” and “”preor” components are

instantiatedtobeaddedaschildrenofthe“precedence”. Like before, for each element of 

the “incoming” and “outgoing” collections, LQN “activityR” is instantiated; it is 

important thatthemultiplicityofthe“activityR”instancesaddedtothe“preor”objectis

more than one,whilethemultiplicityofthe“activityR”instancesassignedtothe“post”

object is just one. 

5.1.12 Rule ControlFlow2Precedence 

This rule transformsUML “ControlFlow” to LQN “precedence” aswe can see

from the Code Fragment 5-12 and Figure 5-13. The structure of this rule is also as similar  
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Code Fragment 5-12. Transformation rule – ControlFlow2Precedence 

to the last two rules, 5.1.11 and 5.1.10. The major difference is having a “guard”

condition. The other difference is that the instantiated components, which are added as 

children of “precedence” are of LQN “pre” and “post” types. Like the last two rules,

“activityR” instances are instantiated tobeassignedasan“activity”of theLQN“pre”

and“post” objects. It shouldbenoted that themultiplicityof the “activityR” instances

assigned tobothLQN“pre”and“post” is justoneforeach,sosimpleassignmentsare

enough. As already mentioned, this transformation will be run if its guard condition, 

“guardForControlFlowToPrecedence()” is satisfied. This operation takes UML

“ControlFlow” as an argument and checks some conditions on it. If the operation

evaluates to “true”, the targeted “ControlFlow” will be transformed to LQN

“precedence”. First, the operation checks whether the “inPartition” property of the

@Lazy 
rule ControlFlow2Precedence 
 transform flow : UML!ControlFlow 
 to seq : lqnmodel!precedence{ 
  
 guard:guardForControlFlowToPrecedence(flow) 
                                    
               var pr : new lqnmodel!`pre`; 
               var po : new lqnmodel!`post`; 
               seq.`pre`=pr; 
               seq.`post`=po; 
 
            var activityRPre : new lqnmodel!activityR; 
            pr.activityRPre=activityRPre; 
            var act1 : lqnmodel!activity; 
            act1=flow.source.equivalent();   
            activityRPre.name=act1.name; 
   
            var activityRPost: new lqnmodel!activityR; 
            po.activityRPost=activityRPost; 
            var act : lqnmodel!activity; 
            act=flow.target.equivalent();   
            activityRPost.name=act.name;    
} 
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“ControlFlow”isdefinedornot,meaningthatitisnotaborder-crossing“ControlFlow”.

Thenitcheckstofindoutifthe“ControlFlow”ispartofaflowgraphoftype“NONE”.

Finally, it should not be anincomingoroutgoingedgetosome“ControlNode”suchas

“DecisionNode” and “MergeNode”. If such is the case, the guard’s condition becomes

“true”andthetransformationruns. 

 

Figure 5-13. Transformation rule example – ControlFlow2Precedence  

5.1.13 Rule SendSignalAction2Activity 

This rule transformsUML “SendSignalAction” to LQN “activity” of the target

model as depicted in Figure 5-14 and Code Fragment 5-13. The structure of this rule is 

similar to the rule 5.1.9, “OpaqueAction2Activity”. The only difference is its guard 
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condition.Operation“guardForSendSignalAction2Activity()”definedas aguard for this 

rule,getsan“incoming”element typed“ControlFlow”tothe“SendSignalAction”.There

aresomeconditionsthat“ControlFlow”needstomeetinorderfor the guard operation to 

be satisfied: a) the “ControlFlow” should not be border-crossing, meaning that it is 

located inside an “ActivityPartition”andits “inPartition”attributehastobedefined;and

b) this “ControlFlow” and its “SendSignalAction” target  are parts of a “NONE”-type 

flow graph. If these conditions are met, the mentioned “SendSignalAction” will be

mapped to its correspondingLQN“activity”. 

 

Code Fragment 5-13. Transformation rule – SendSignalAction2Activity 

@Lazy 
rule SendSignalAction2Activity 
   transform action : UML!SendSignalAction 
   to activity : lqnmodel!activity{ 
   guard:guardForSendSignalAction2Activity(action.incoming.first())  
  
  activity.name=action.name; 
  var stereotype:Any=action.getAppliedStereotypes(); 
  if(stereotype.isDefined()){    
    for(s in stereotype){   
 if(s.name="GaScenario"){  
  if(s.attribute.selectOne(a|a.name="hostDemand").isDefined()){  
                   activity.hostdemandmean= 
                              action.getValue(s,"hostDemand").first().asReal(); 
   } 
            } 
        } 
     } 
} 
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Figure 5-14. Transformation rule example – SendSignalAction2Activity 

5.1.14 Rule CallOperationAction2Activity 

ThisruletransformsUML“CallOperationAction”toLQN“activity”ofthetarget

model as we can see in Code Fragment 5-14 and Figure 5-15. The structure of this rule is 

similar to the previous rules 5.1.13 and 5.1.9. Like the other two rules; first, it collects the 

collection of stereotypes applied on the “CallOperationAction”; then if it finds a 

“GaScenario”stereotype,itwillassignthevalueofstereotype’s “hostDemand”attribute

tothe“host-demand-mean”propertyoftheLQN“activity”.Besides,italsolooksforthe

“GaStep”stereotype;ifitsattributes“rep”and“prob”aredefined,itwilltaketheirvalues

and multiply them to find a new value which will be used shortly. The  attribute  “prob” 
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Code Fragment 5-14. Transformation rule – CallOperationAction2Activity 

@Lazy 
rule CallOperationAction2Activity 
 transform action : UML!CallOperationAction 
 to activity : lqnmodel!activity{  
  
    activity.name=action.name; 
    var meanCall:Real; 
    var Probability:Real; 
    var Repetition:Real; 
    var stereotype:Any=action.getAppliedStereotypes(); 
  if(stereotype.isDefined()){    
     for(s in stereotype){   
      if(s.name="GaScenario"){      
  if(s.attribute.selectOne(a|a.name="hostDemand").isDefined()){ 
                   activity.hostdemandmean=  
                          action.getValue(s,"hostDemand").first().asReal();  
  } 
               
       }else if(s.name="GaStep"){ 
             if(s.attribute.selectOne(a|a.name="rep").isDefined() and                   

 s.attribute.selectOne(a|a.name="prob").isDefined() ){             
      Probability=action.getValue(s,"prob").asReal(); 
     Repetition=action.getValue(s,"rep").asReal(); 
     meanCall=Probability*Repetition; 
              } 
           } 
        } 
    }    
 Var c:ControlFlow= 
   getoutgoingofthisCallOperationActionwhichTargetIsAcceptEventAction(action); 
         if(c.isDefined() and controlflowProcessingforSyncCall(c)){  
        activity.synchcall.add(c.equivalent());        
        c.equivalent().callsmean=meanCall; 
   
         }else if (c.isDefined() and controlflowProcessingforASyncCall(c)){ 
        activity.asynchcall.add(c.equivalent) 
        c.equivalent().callsmean=meanCall;  
   
        } 
} 
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Figure 5-15. Transformation rule example – CallOperationAction2Activity  

represents the probability of the step to be executed for a conditional execution and“rep”

represents the actual or average number of repetitions of an operation or loop on the 

UML domain [MAR11]. By multiplying these values we obtain a new value which will 

beassignedtothe“calls-mean”attributeoftheLQN“synch-call”or“asynch-call”.The

attribute“calls-mean”defines themeannumberof requests fromactivities toentries in

theLQNdomain [LQN15].The “outgoing” of the “CallOperationAction”,which is of 

type border-crossing“ControlFlow”andisalso“incoming”tothe“AcceptEventAction”
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located in another “ActivityPartition”, represents a call request in theUMLdomain. If

thiscallrequestexistsanditstypeis“Synchronous”(meaningthattherewill be a send 

reply back to the “CallOperationAction”), its corresponding LQN “synch-call”will be

addedtotheLQN“activity”;otherwise,ifitstypeis“Asynchronous”meaningthatthere

is no reply sent back, its respective LQN “asynch-call” will be added to the LQN 

“activity”. 

5.1.15 Rule ControlFlow2synchcall 

As we can see from Code Fragment 5-15 and Figure 5-16, this rule maps a UML 

“ControlFlow” toLQN“synchcall”. There is a guard condition which needs to be met 

before the transformation executes. Operation “controlflowProcessingforSynchCall()”

should evaluate to “true” in order to satisfy the guard condition. This operation takes 

“ControlFlow” as an argument and checks whether this “ControlFlow” meets the

conditionof “Synchronous”call; if so, the targeted“ControlFlow”will be transformed

and the name of its “target” property will be given to the “dest” attribute of its

corresponding LQN “synch-call”.The “dest” attribute defines the name of the “entry”

which the call requests are sent to [LQN15]. This operation looks for the “outgoing”

property of the “AcceptEventAction” which is the “target” property of the passed

“ControlFlow” argument. The flow graph will be traversed recursively until 

“SendSignalAction”isreached.Ifthe“target”propertyofthe“outgoing”property of this 

“SendSignalAction” is equal to the “source” property of the passed “ControlFlow”

argument, thisoperationevaluatesto“true”,meaningthatitrepresentsa“synch-call”. 
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Code Fragment 5-15. Transformation rule – ControlFlow2synchcall 

 

Figure 5-16. Transformation rule example – ControlFlow2synchcall   

5.2 Pre-transformation processing 

 As already mentioned above, some properties of the UML source model need to be 

assigned before running the transformation. For example, as shown in Figure 5-6, 

“inPartition” property of a non-border crossing “ControlFlow” has to be set manually. In 

@Lazy 
rule ControlFlow2synchcall 
 transform flow : UML!ControlFlow 
 to call : lqnmodel!synchcall{ 
 guard : controlflowProcessingforSyncCall(flow) 
         
               call.dest=flow.target.name;  
    
} 
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order to reduce the effort of the modeler and eliminate error-prone manual operations 

such as this, an Epsilon EOL script can be written. This program reads the UML source 

model given to it as an input and writes back to this model assigning values to properties. 

Code Fragment 5-16 shows an example of an EOL script that collects all the 

“ControlFlows” which the “inPartition” properties of their “source” and “target” are the 

same. Then it assigns the value of the “inPartition” property of “source” of the 

“ControlFlow” to the “inPartition” property of the “ControlFlow”. 

  

 

 

 

Code Fragment 5-16. Example of EOL Script writing to the UML Source Model  

Other preliminary verifications can be done in this way, as for example checking whether 

the necessary attributes of MARTE stereotypes are set. If not, default values can be 

assigned and the user alerted before running the transformation. 

5.3 Post-transformation processing 

The result of the transformation is a preliminary LQN model in XML format, as 

explained in Section 4.1. (See an example of such file in Appendix B1 for the LQN 

model generated for the running UML case study given in Figure 3-1 and 3-2). This 

model is meant to be an input to the LQNS solver, so it needs to be reformatted in order 

to be compatible with the solver. Most of the changes are applied to this XML file 

automatically using a JAVA program. This program reads the preliminary XML file, 

looks for some tag values (as explained in Section 4.1) and replaces them with the correct 

var InPartitionCF:Collection= 
UML!ControlFlow.all.select(c|c.source.inPartition=c.target.inPartition); 

for(cf in InPartitionCF){ 
 //Writing to UML Model 

cf.inPartition=cf.source.inPartition; 
} 
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ones. It also adds a solver-params element (that cannot be generated from the UML 

model), which will be used by the solver. However there is one change that has to be 

done manually in the element starting with the lqn-model tag value, where the address of 

the XML schema and the path of the LQNS solver on the local host have to be set. 

Appendix B.2 shows the outcome of the post-processing step for the preliminary file 

from Appendix B.2. The solver-params element is shown in italics, and the parts that are 

changed manually are underlined.  

5.4 Extracting LQN results from LQN output files 

By writing an EOL script which takes an LQN output generated by the LQNS solver in a 

XML format, LQN performance attributes can be extracted from the output file generated 

by the LQNS solver. Code Fragment 5-17 shows an example which takes an output 

model given in Appendix B.3 as an input and Figure 5-17 displays the results on the 

Epsilon console.  

   

 

 

 

 

Code Fragment 5-17. Example of EOL Script reading from LQN Target Model  

 

Figure 5-17. Example of Epsilon Console displaying the results 

 

var processors=`t_result-processor`.all; 

for(i in processors){ 

i.parentNode.a_name.print()+ " utilization is : ".print() +i.a_utilization.println(); 

} 

 

 

 

 

for(i in processors){ 

 

 i.parentNode.a_name.print()+ " utilization is : ".print() 

+i.a_utilization.println(); 
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6    Chapter: Transformation Evaluation 

This chapter presents several test cases which were used for verification and validation of 

the developed transformation process. We also apply our technique to an E-commerce 

case study published by other authors in [Cort11], in order to mitigate the possible bias 

when the author of a software product builds the test cases for verification.  

6.1 Test cases 

According to the IEEE standard IEEE-STD-610 which identifies terms currently in use in 

the computer and software field, the definitions for software verification and validation 

are as follows: 

 Software Verification: The process of evaluating software to determine whether 

the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the 

start of that phase.  

 Software Validation: The process of evaluating software during or at the end of 

the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements. 

The verification of the transformation developed in the thesis was done by testing it with 

different test cases. For testing purposes, twelve transformation features were identified 

and ten test cases were used to verify whether the transformation produced the expected 

output. Eight out of the test case are simple models, focused on certain features (T1 to 

T8), as explained below. The ninth test case is the running case study CS1 (see Figure 3-1 

and 3-2 for the UML model, Appendix B for the LQN model in XML format and Figure 

3.17 for the LQN graphical notation). The last test case is an example published by other 

authors [Cort11] shown in Figures 6-1 to 6-5.   
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Table 6-1. Test Cases used for verifying different features 

 

The features identified for testing are listed below, and the way in which they are covered 

by different test cases is shown in Table 6-1.  

1. Generation of processors 

2. Generation of tasks   

3. Generation of entries  (types PH1PH2 and NONE) 

4. Generation of activity graph (pattern NONE)  

5. Transformation of InitialNode  

6. Handling of ActivityFinalNode   

7. Transformation of ActivityNodes stereotyped with <<PaStep>>   

8. Transformation of Join, Fork, Merge and Decision nodes  

9. Handling tasks with multiple entries  
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10. Handling synchronous requests  

11. Handling asynchronous requests  

12. Handling multiple scenarios (each generates a different reference task)  

The simple test cases T1 to T8 were designed to cover the features indicated in table 6-1 

as follows:  

T1: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using a synchronous call. The 

first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends a call request to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern, and the 

second partition a sequence of activities starting with an AcceptEventAction to represent 

a PH1PH2 entry pattern. Sending the reply back from this partition to the sender of the 

call after its activity phase one is the end of this sequence.  

T2: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using a synchronous call. The 

first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends a call request to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern, and the 

second partition a sequence of activities starting with an AcceptEventAction to represent 

a PH1PH2 entry pattern. Reply is sent back from this partition to the sender of the call 

after its phase one, then the phases two and three are defined in sequence. This flow ends 

with an ActivityFinalNode. 

T3: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using a synchronous call. The 

first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 
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sends a call request to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. 

However, the second partition contains an activity graph starting with an 

AcceptEventAction to represent a NONE entry pattern. The graph contains control nodes 

of type decision and merge. Sending the reply back from this partition to the sender of the 

call after the last activity of the activity graph is the end of this graph.   

T4: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using an asynchronous call. 

The first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends a call request to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern, and the 

second partition contains a sequence of activities starting with an AcceptEventAction to 

represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. There is no need to have a reply back from this 

partition to the sender of the asynchronous call after the first activity of the sequence. 

This sequence ends with an ActivityFinalNode. 

T5: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using an asynchronous call. 

The first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends a call request to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. 

However, the second partition contains an activity graph starting with an 

AcceptEventAction to represent a NONE entry pattern. The graph contains control nodes 

of type fork and join. There is no need to have a reply back from this partition to the 

sender of the asynchronous call after the last activity of the activity graph. This activity 

graph ends with an ActivityFinalNode. 
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T6: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using synchronous calls. The 

first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends two call requests to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. 

Also, the second partition contains two sequences of activities each starting with an 

AcceptEventAction to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. Reply messages are sent back 

from each sequence of this partition to the sender of the call after the phase one.  

T7: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using synchronous calls. The 

first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with an InitialNode and 

sends two call requests to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern, and 

the second partition contains one sequence of activities, and one activity graph, which 

contains control nodes of type fork and join. Reply messages are sent back from the 

sequence of activities and the activity graph of this partition to the senders of each call, 

one after phase one of the sequence, and the second after the last activity of the activity 

graph. 

T8: contains two processors with an artifact deployed on each one of them. The activity 

diagram contains two partitions interacting with each other using both synchronous and 

asynchronous calls. The first partition contains a sequence of three activities starting with 

InitialNode and sends two call requests to the second partition, to represent a PH1PH2 

entry pattern. The second partition contains two sequences of activities each starting with 

an AcceptEventAction to represent a PH1PH2 entry pattern. Sending the reply message 

back from the first sequence of this partition to its sender of the call after its activity 
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phase one ends that sequence, while there is no need to have a reply back from this 

partition to the sender of the asynchronous call after the first activity of the second 

sequence. The second sequence ends with an ActivityFinalNode. 

The result of the testing is that all the tests have passed successfully. 

For the validation of the transformation, we checked whether an important overall 

requirement (that the LQN model generated by the transformation can be correctly parsed 

by the existing LQN tools) is met. The result presented in the thesis show that the LQN 

solver can parse successfully the generated files and produce the expected results.  

6.2 Case study: E-commerce system 

The E-commerce case study (labeled here CS2) is taken from a book on Software 

Performance [Corte11], where the authors present the UML model of an e-commerce 

system, and then apply known techniques for building an LQN model. We decided to use 

a case study published by other people in order to reduce the author bias, where test cases 

built by the authors of a software  product may select (willingly or unwillingly) test cases 

that work well with the software which is being tested. 

The case-study contains three performance-critical use cases selected for performance 

analysis: Browse Catalogue, Browse Cart, and Place Order respectively. As there are N 

number of different customers in the system, N number of different instances of 

Customer Interface and Customer Process are running in the system  every time.  

Figure 6-1 presents the annotated UML deployment diagram of the system. The system 

has 9 local hosts. Each of the N users is deployed on its own User Device host and runs 

Customer Interface artifact on their own processor. Proc2, Proc4, and Proc5 are assigned 

to Customer Server, Cart Server and Catalog Server respectively. Proc3 is dedicated to 
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the Delivery Order Process and Order Server, while all the N instances of Customer 

Process are deployed on Proc1. 

Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4 show the annotated UML activity diagrams for the three use 

cases mentioned above respectively. It is assumed that the system workload for each 

scenario is closed. Each step in the activity diagram is annotated by the <<PaStep>> 

stereotype, which means that the mean service demand required by the step from its 

processor (hostDemand) is given. As we can see in Figure 6-5, the LQN model generated 

by the LQNS toolset command lqn2emf illustrates that the transformation produced the 

expected result. We also checked that the XML format of the generated LQN model is 

correct, but did not include it in the thesis because of its length. 

  

 

Figure 6-1. Deployment Diagram of E-commerce System 
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Figure 6-2. Activity Diagram of BrowseCatalog Scenario 

 

Figure 6-3. Activity Diagram of BrowseCart Scenario 
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Figure 6-4. Activity Diagram of PlaceOrder Scenario 
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Figure 6-5. LQN Model of E-commerce System 
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7    Chapter: Conclusions 

7.1 Completed work 

The high-level goal of this thesis is to contribute to the seamless integration of software 

performance engineering in the early stages of the model-driven software development 

process. This was achieved by meeting the concrete objectives of the thesis.  

The first objective was to develop a model transformation process that takes as input a 

UML software model with MARTE performance annotations, and generates the 

corresponding Layered Queueing Network (LQN) performance model in a format 

understood by the existing LQN tools [LQN15]. The advantage of the one-step 

transformation from the software to the performance model is that direct cross-model 

trace links between source and target model can be defined, which allow us to import 

performance results obtained from the target model back to the source model. Also, 

incremental propagation of changes from the source to the target model, and co-evolution 

of the software and analysis model are supported by cross-model traceability.  

The thesis developed and verified a multi-step process (see Figure 4-1), which meets this 

objective. The LQN models created by this process are read, parsed and solved by the 

LQN solvers. It is also possible to obtain the graphical notation of the LQN models by 

feeding the generated XML format to the appropriate translation commands. A lesson 

learned during the development of the main transformation in Step 3 (Figure 4-1) is that 

the LQN metamodel described in the Emfatic language had some differences from the 

original LQN metamodel based on the XML schema. This led to the introduction of the 

post-transformation processing step, which was not planned from the beginning. The pre-

transformation processing step was introduced to simplify the work of the human user. 
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We realized that some of the derived attributes of the UML model are not set by the 

Papyrus tool. Instead of expecting the user to do the mechanical work of assigning values 

to these attributes, we decided that automating the work is a better solution. In fact, it is 

possible to extend this step with other verifications. 

Another objective of the thesis was to experiment with the new family of languages, 

Epsilon, specialized in model transformations, refinement and management. After a quite 

steep learning slope, it became apparent that the Epsilon languages are powerful and help 

expressing the transformations rules that realize the mapping between source and target 

elements established by the designer. The OCL-like operations are at a good level of 

abstraction and help in writing complex conditions. A disadvantage of Epsilon is that the 

engine does a lot of background work and sometimes it is hard to debug the 

transformation code. As we found out, a lot of print-out statement at the beginning and 

ending of each rule are quite helpful. In many cases the documentation did not contain 

the information we were looking for; in such cases, we got good feedback from the online 

forums. 

7.2 Limitations 

The transformation implementation has some limitations, as follows: 

 The transformation is rather sensitive to the input model assumptions listed in 

Chapter 3. If the input model does not follow the assumptions, the transformation 

stops running. 

 There are two LQN features that are not implemented and need to be completed in 

future work: forwarding calls and loops. 
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 Papyrus does not implement all the metaclasses defined in the UML metamodel yet, 

so we have to find some other solutions. For instance, AcceptCallAction and 

ReplyAction are not implemented, so we had to use other type of Actions to represent 

the receipt of a call and the reply. Also, in the case of deployment diagrams, the links 

between deployment nodes are not implemented, so one cannot model 

communication networks. 

 The set of test cases could be extended with other models created by other authors. 

This would reduce the potential bias of the authors when creating new test cases. 

 More checking of the input model could be done in Step 2. For instance, check 

whether the performance annotations are complete. If some values are missing, 

provide some pre-defined default values and also alert the user. 

7.3 Future work 

It is expected that the Epsilon transformation developed in the thesis can be used by 

future students in their research in the following directions: 

 Extend the transformation to include more activity diagram features in the 

transformation (such as composite activity blocks). 

 Extend the transformation to include scenarios defined by interaction diagrams. 

 Import performance results from the LQNS solver output to the UML+MARTE 

model. 

 Develop cross-model traceability to be used for the incremental propagation of 

changes from the software model to the performance model. The need for such trace-

links has been already identified in [Mani13. Mani15]. 
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 Use cross-model trace links to support the co-evolution of the software and analysis 

model when the software model changes due to different reasons (correcting bugs, 

introducing new features etc.) 

 Develop more pre-transformation verifications of the input model, to check whether 

the model is correct and complete and the transformation will run without problems. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A  LQN Metamodel in Emfatic language 

@namespace(uri="lqnmodel", prefix="") 
package lqnmodel; 
 
class lqnmodel{ 
 attr String name; 
 attr String description; 
 attr int lqnSchemaVersion=1; 
 attr int lqnCoreSchemaVersion=1; 
     attr boolean xmldebug=false; 
 val processor[+] processor;     
} 
class processor { 
 attr String name; 
 attr int multiplicity=1; 
 attr float speedfactor=1;  
 attr PSchedulerType scheduling; 
 attr int replication=1; 
 attr float quantum=0; 
 val task[+] #host task;  
} 
class task { 
 attr String name; 
 attr int multiplicity=1; 
 attr int priority=0; 
 attr int queuelength=0; 
 attr TSchedulerType scheduling; 
 attr boolean activitygraph; 
 attr float thinktime=0; 
 val entry[+] #task1 entry; 
 val taskactivities[*] #task2 taskactivities; 
 ref processor[1] #task host;    
} 
class entry { 
 attr String name; 
 attr EntryType type; 
 attr float openarrivalrate; 
 attr int priority; 
 attr SemaphoreType semaphore; 
 ref task[1] #entry task1;   
 val entryphaseactivities[0..1] #entry1 entryphaseactivities; 
} 
class taskactivities{ 
 val activity[1..*] #taskActivity activity; 
 val precedence[*] #taskActivityP precedence; 
 val replyentry[*] #taskActivityR replyentry; 
 ref task[1] #taskactivities task2;  
} 
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class entryphaseactivities{ 
 val activity[1..3] #entryphaseactivities1 activity1; 
 ref entry[1] #entryphaseactivities entry1;  
} 
class activity{ 
 attr String name; 
 attr float hostdemandmean; 
     attr float hostdemandcvsq=1; 
     attr float thinktime=0; 
             attr float maxservicetime=0; 
             attr CallOrderType callorder; 
             attr int phase; 
             attr String boundtoentry; 
     attr float prob=1; 
     attr float count=1; 
 val synchcall[0..*] #activitySynchCall synchcall; 
 val asynchcall[0..*] #activityASynchCall asynchcall; 
 ref taskactivities[0..1] #activity taskActivity; 
 ref entryphaseactivities[0..1] #activity1 entryphaseactivities1; 
} 
class precedence{ 
 ref taskactivities[1] #precedence taskActivityP; 
 val pre[0..1] #precedence1 pre; 
 val preor[0..1] #precedence2 preor; 
 val preand[0..1] #precedence3 preand; 
 val post[0..1] #precedence4 post; 
 val postor[0..1] #precedence5 postor; 
 val postand[0..1] #precedence6 postand; 
} 
class replyentry{ 
 attr String name; 

ref taskactivities[1] #replyentry taskActivityR; 
 val replyactivity[1..*] #replyEntry1 replyactivity; 
} 
class replyactivity{ 
 attr String name; 
 ref replyentry[1] #replyactivity replyEntry1; 
} 
class synchcall{ 
 attr String dest; 
 attr float callsmean; 
 ref activity[1] #synchcall activitySynchCall; 
} 
class asynchcall{ 
 attr String dest; 
 attr float callsmean;  
 ref activity[1] #asynchcall activityASynchCall; 
} 
class activityR{ 
 attr String name; 
 attr float prob=1; 
 ref pre[0..1] #activityRPre preActivityR; 
 ref preor[0..1] #activityRPreOr preorActivityR; 
 ref preand[0..1] #activityRPreAnd preandActivityR; 
 ref post[0..1] #activityRPost postActivityR; 
 ref postor[0..1] #activityRPostOr postorActivityR; 
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 ref postand[0..1] #activityRPostAnd postandActivityR; 
} 
class pre{ 
 attr String name; 
 ref precedence[1] #pre precedence1; 
 val activityR[1]#preActivityR activityRPre; 
} 
class preor{  
 attr String name; 
 ref precedence[1] #preor precedence2; 
 val activityR[1..*]#preorActivityR activityRPreOr;  
} 
class preand{ 
 attr String name; 
 attr int quorum=0; 
 ref precedence[1] #preand precedence3; 
 val activityR[1..*]#preandActivityR activityRPreAnd;   
} 
class post{ 
 attr String name; 
 ref precedence[1] #post precedence4; 
 val activityR[1]#postActivityR activityRPost;  
} 
class postor{ 
 attr String name; 
 ref precedence[1] #postor precedence5;  
 val activityR[1..*]#postorActivityR activityRPostOr;  
} 
class postand{ 
 attr String name; 
 ref precedence[1] #postand precedence6; 
 val activityR[1..*]#postandActivityR activityRPostAnd;   
} 
enum PSchedulerType { 
 default; 
 fcfs;  
 hol;  
 pp; 
     rand;  
     inf;  
     pshol; 
     pspp; 
     cfs; 
     ~ref; 
     pri; 
    burst; 
     poll; 
     semaphore; 
} 
enum TSchedulerType { 
 default; 
 ~ref; 
 fcfs; 
 hol; 
 inf; 
     pri; 
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     burst; 
     poll; 
     semaphore; 
} 
enum EntryType{  
 default; 
 graph; 
 PH1PH2; 
 NONE; 
} 
enum SemaphoreType{ 
 default; 
 signal; 
 wait; 
} 
enum CallOrderType { 
 default; 
 stochastic; 
 deterministic; 
} 
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Appendix B   LQN model generated from the UML model from Figures 3-1 and 3-2 

B.1. LQN model file generated by the Epsilon/ETL transformation  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ASCII"?> 
<lqnmodel xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns="lqnmodel" 
name="model To lqn"> 
  <processor name="Device1"> 
    <task name="Artifact1" scheduling="ref"> 
      <entry name="InitialNode1" type="PH1PH2"> 
        <entryphaseactivities> 
          <activity1 name="OpaqueAction1" hostdemandmean="1.2" phase="1"/> 
          <activity1 name="CallOperationAction1" hostdemandmean="1.5" phase="2"> 
            <synchcall dest="AcceptEventAction1" callsmean="1.0"/> 
          </activity1> 
          <activity1 name="OpaqueAction2" hostdemandmean="2.0" phase="3"/> 
        </entryphaseactivities> 
      </entry> 
    </task> 
  </processor> 
  <processor name="Device2"> 
    <task name="Artifact2"> 
      <entry name="AcceptEventAction1" type="PH1PH2"> 
        <entryphaseactivities> 
          <activity1 name="CallOperationAction ph1" hostdemandmean="1.3" phase="1"> 
            <synchcall dest="AcceptEventAction2" callsmean="1.0"/> 
          </activity1> 
          <activity1 name="CallOperationAction ph2" hostdemandmean="0.5" phase="2"/> 
          <activity1 name="OpaqueAction ph3" hostdemandmean="1.2" phase="3"/> 
        </entryphaseactivities> 
      </entry> 
    </task> 
  </processor> 
  <processor name="Device3"> 
    <task name="Artifact3"> 
      <entry name="AcceptEventAction2" type="NONE"/> 
      <taskactivities> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction3" hostdemandmean="1.8" 
boundtoentry="AcceptEventAction2"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction4" hostdemandmean="2.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction6" hostdemandmean="1.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction7" hostdemandmean="2.0"/> 
        <activity name="SendSignalAction2" hostdemandmean="2.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction5" hostdemandmean="2.5"/> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activityRPre name="OpaqueAction3"/> 
          </pre> 
          <postor> 
            <activityRPostOr name="OpaqueAction4" prob="0.6"/> 
            <activityRPostOr name="OpaqueAction5" prob="0.4"/> 
          </postor> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
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          <preor> 
            <activityRPreOr name="OpaqueAction4"/> 
            <activityRPreOr name="OpaqueAction5"/> 
          </preor> 
          <post> 
            <activityRPost name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activityRPre name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
          </pre> 
          <post> 
            <activityRPost name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activityRPre name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
          </pre> 
          <post> 
            <activityRPost name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <replyentry name="AcceptEventAction2"> 
          <replyactivity name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
        </replyentry> 
      </taskactivities> 
    </task> 
  </processor> 
</lqnmodel> 
       
             
       

B.2. LQN model file after post-transformation processing  

This format is accepted by the solver and its graphical notation is given in Figure 3-17. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ASCII"?> 
<lqn-model xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="file:///M:/LQNSolvers/lqn.xsd" name="model To lqn"> 
   <solver-params comment="Activity template" conv_val="1e-06" it_limit="50"  
   underrelax_coeff="0.9" print_int="5"> 
  <processor name="Device1"> 
    <task name="Artifact1" scheduling="ref"> 
      <entry name="InitialNode1" type="PH1PH2"> 
        <entry-phase-activities> 
          <activity name="OpaqueAction1" host-demand-mean="1.2" phase="1"/> 
          <activity name="CallOperationAction1" host-demand-mean="1.5" phase="2"> 
            <synch-call dest="AcceptEventAction1" calls-mean="1.0"/> 
          </activity> 
          <activity name="OpaqueAction2" host-demand-mean="2.0" phase="3"/> 
        </entry-phase-activities> 
      </entry> 
    </task> 
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  </processor> 
  <processor name="Device2"> 
    <task name="Artifact2"> 
      <entry name="AcceptEventAction1" type="PH1PH2"> 
        <entry-phase-activities> 
          <activity name="CallOperationAction ph1" host-demand-mean="1.3" phase="1"> 
            <synch-call dest="AcceptEventAction2" calls-mean="1.0"/> 
          </activity> 
          <activity name="CallOperationAction ph2" host-demand-mean="0.5" phase="2"/> 
          <activity name="OpaqueAction ph3" host-demand-mean="1.2" phase="3"/> 
        </entry-phase-activities> 
      </entry> 
    </task> 
  </processor> 
  <processor name="Device3"> 
    <task name="Artifact3"> 
      <entry name="AcceptEventAction2" type="NONE"/> 
      <task-activities> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction3" host-demand-mean="1.8" bound-to-entry= 
"AcceptEventAction2"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction4" host-demand-mean="2.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction6" host-demand-mean="1.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction7" host-demand-mean="2.0"/> 
        <activity name="SendSignalAction2" host-demand-mean="2.5"/> 
        <activity name="OpaqueAction5" host-demand-mean="2.5"/> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction3"/> 
          </pre> 
          <post-OR> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction4" prob="0.6"/> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction5" prob="0.4"/> 
          </post-OR> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre-OR> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction4"/> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction5"/> 
          </pre-OR> 
          <post> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
          </pre> 
          <post> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <precedence> 
          <pre> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
          </pre> 
          <post> 
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            <activity name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
          </post> 
        </precedence> 
        <reply-entry name="AcceptEventAction2"> 
          <reply-activity name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
        </reply-entry> 
      </task-activities> 
    </task> 
  </processor> 
</lqn-model>  
 

B.3. LQN model output produced by the solver 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!-- lqns --> 
<lqn-model name="LQNSolvers/MyExample/lqnFig3" description="lqns 5.8 solution for model 
from: LQNSolvers/MyExample/lqnFig3.lqnx." xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="/usr/local/share/lqns/lqn.xsd"> 
   <solver-params comment="Activity template" conv_val="1e-06" it_limit="50" 
underrelax_coeff="0.9" print_int="5"> 
      <result-general valid="YES" conv-val="0" iterations="2" platform-info="delta.sce.carleton.ca 
Linux 2.6.32-504.12.2.el6.x86_64" user-cpu-time="00:00:00.00" system-cpu-time="00:00:00.00" 
elapsed-time="00:00:00.00"> 
         <mva-info submodels="3" core="6" step="33" step-squared="183" wait="488" wait-
squared="42262" faults="0"/> 
      </result-general> 
   </solver-params> 
   <processor name="Device1" scheduling="fcfs"> 
      <result-processor utilization="0.278404"/> 
      <task name="Artifact1" scheduling="ref"> 
         <result-task throughput="0.0592349" utilization="1" phase1-utilization="0.0710818" phase2-
utilization="0.810448" phase3-utilization="0.11847" proc-utilization="0.278404"/> 
         <entry name="InitialNode1" type="PH1PH2"> 
            <result-entry utilization="1" throughput="0.0592349" squared-coeff-variation="2.08777" 
proc-utilization="0.278404" throughput-bound="0.0613497"/> 
            <entry-phase-activities> 
               <activity name="OpaqueAction1" phase="1" host-demand-mean="1.2"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="1.2" utilization="0.0710818" service-
time-variance="1.44"/> 
               </activity> 
               <activity name="CallOperationAction1" phase="2" host-demand-mean="1.5"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="13.6819" utilization="0.810448" 
service-time-variance="589.574"/> 
                  <synch-call dest="AcceptEventAction1" calls-mean="1"> 
                     <result-call waiting="0.581948"/> 
                  </synch-call> 
               </activity> 
               <activity name="OpaqueAction2" phase="3" host-demand-mean="2"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="2" utilization="0.11847" service-time-
variance="4"/> 
               </activity> 
            </entry-phase-activities> 
         </entry> 
      </task> 
   </processor> 
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   <processor name="Device2" scheduling="fcfs"> 
      <result-processor utilization="0.177705"/> 
      <task name="Artifact2" scheduling="fcfs"> 
         <result-task throughput="0.0592349" utilization="0.787824" phase1-utilization="0.687124" 
phase2-utilization="0.0296174" phase3-utilization="0.0710818" proc-utilization="0.177705"/> 
         <entry name="AcceptEventAction1" type="PH1PH2"> 
            <result-entry utilization="0.787824" throughput="0.0592349" squared-coeff-
variation="1.44344" proc-utilization="0.177705" throughput-bound="0.075188"/> 
            <entry-phase-activities> 
               <activity name="CallOperationAction ph1" phase="1" host-demand-mean="1.3"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="11.6" utilization="0.687124" service-
time-variance="253.64"/> 
                  <synch-call dest="AcceptEventAction2" calls-mean="1"> 
                     <result-call waiting="0"/> 
                  </synch-call> 
               </activity> 
               <activity name="CallOperationAction ph2" phase="2" host-demand-mean="0.5"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="0.5" utilization="0.0296174" service-
time-variance="0.25"/> 
               </activity> 
               <activity name="OpaqueAction ph3" phase="3" host-demand-mean="1.2"> 
                  <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="1.2" utilization="0.0710818" service-
time-variance="1.44"/> 
               </activity> 
            </entry-phase-activities> 
         </entry> 
      </task> 
   </processor> 
   <processor name="Device3" scheduling="fcfs"> 
      <result-processor utilization="0.610119"/> 
      <task name="Artifact3" scheduling="fcfs"> 
         <result-task throughput="0.0592349" utilization="0.610119" phase1-utilization="0.610119" 
proc-utilization="0.610119"/> 
         <entry name="AcceptEventAction2" type="NONE"> 
            <result-entry utilization="0.610119" throughput="0.0592349" squared-coeff-
variation="0.122443" proc-utilization="0.610119" throughput-bound="0.0970874" phase1-service-
time="10.3" phase1-service-time-variance="12.99"/> 
         </entry> 
         <task-activities> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction3" bound-to-entry="AcceptEventAction2" host-demand-
mean="1.8"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="1.8" utilization="0.106623" service-time-
variance="3.24" throughput="0.0592349" proc-utilization="0.106623"/> 
            </activity> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction4" host-demand-mean="2.5"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="2.5" utilization="0.0888523" service-time-
variance="6.25" throughput="0.0355409" proc-utilization="0.0888523"/> 
            </activity> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction5" host-demand-mean="2.5"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="2.5" utilization="0.0592349" service-time-
variance="6.25" throughput="0.0236939" proc-utilization="0.0592349"/> 
            </activity> 
            <activity name="OpaqueAction6" host-demand-mean="1.5"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="1.5" utilization="0.0888523" service-time-
variance="2.25" throughput="0.0592349" proc-utilization="0.0888523"/> 
            </activity> 
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            <activity name="OpaqueAction7" host-demand-mean="2"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="2" utilization="0.11847" service-time-
variance="4" throughput="0.0592349" proc-utilization="0.11847"/> 
            </activity> 
            <activity name="SendSignalAction2" host-demand-mean="2.5"> 
               <result-activity proc-waiting="0" service-time="2.5" utilization="0.148087" service-time-
variance="6.25" throughput="0.0592349" proc-utilization="0.148087"/> 
            </activity> 
            <precedence> 
               <pre> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction3"/> 
               </pre> 
               <post-OR> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction4" prob="0.6"/> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction5" prob="0.4"/> 
               </post-OR> 
            </precedence> 
            <precedence> 
               <pre-OR> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction4"/> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction5"/> 
               </pre-OR> 
               <post> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
               </post> 
            </precedence> 
            <precedence> 
               <pre> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction6"/> 
               </pre> 
               <post> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
               </post> 
            </precedence> 
            <precedence> 
               <pre> 
                  <activity name="OpaqueAction7"/> 
               </pre> 
               <post> 
                  <activity name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
               </post> 
            </precedence> 
            <reply-entry name="AcceptEventAction2"> 
               <reply-activity name="SendSignalAction2"/> 
            </reply-entry> 
         </task-activities> 
      </task> 
   </processor> 
</lqn-model> 
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